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ABSTRACT

The research explores and develops a new strategy for the multichannel (multivariate) autoregres

sive (MCAR) time series modeling of multichannel stationary and nonstationary time series. The mul

tichannel time series modeling is achieved doing things one channel at-a-time using only scalar compu

tations on instantaneous data. Under the one channel at-a-time modeling paradigm, three long standing

and important problems in multichannel time series modeling are studied. First, one channel at-a-time

scalar autoregressive (AR) time series modeling in combination with subset selection and a subsequent

linear transformation achieves a relatively parsimonious multichannel autoregressive model of stationary

time series and reduced one-step-ahead prediction variance as compared to conventional MCAR model

fitting. Second, enhanced power spectral density estimation for multichannel stationary time series may

be achieved with one channel at-a-time multichannel AR modeling in combination with a smoothness

priors distribution on the scalar AR model parameters. Third, estimates of the time varying power

spectral density matrix for multichannel nonstationary covariance time series are achieved using the one

channel at-a-time paradigm in conjunction with a Bayesian smoothness priors stochastic linear regres

sion model of the partial correlation coefficients (PARCORS) of a scalar lattice AR model. In this case,

only a small number of hyper-parameters are fitted for the multichannel time varying AR model which

has many more parameters than data.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE GENERAL CONTEXT OF THE RESEARCH

The problems of multichannel autoregressive (MCAR) modeling of stationary and nonstationary

time series data are addressed here doing things "one channel at-a-time" using only scalar computations

on instantaneous data. The one channel at-a-time modeling is achieved via the known but insufficiently

attended to idea of an instantaneous response multichannel autoregressive model with orthogonal inno

vations variance. Using that model, problems of fitting multichannel autoregressive models to data are

reduced to problems of fitting scalar autoregressive models to data. The fitted scalar autoregressive

models are combined into a multichannel instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations model. In tum

the multichannel instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations model is expressible as conventional

MCAR model via a linear algebraic transformation.

Three longstanding time series modeling problems are addressed using the one channel at-a-time

paradigm. The first is to achieve relatively parsimonious modeling of both nonstationary mean and

second order stationary time series as compared to conventional MCAR model fitting. This is achieved

here by modeling the individual scalar autoregressive (AR) models in terms of a linear regression model

and subsequently using subset selection. The objective in this problem, is to decrease the one-step-ahead

prediction variance as compared to more conventional MCAR modeling methods. Secondly, as com

pared to more conventional MCAR modeling methods, the one channel at-a-time paradigm used in con

junction with the quasi-Bayesian "smoothness priors long AR" modeling of the individual channels

achieves enhanced power spectral density estimation for multichannel stationary time series. Thirdly,

multichannel time varying AR modeling of nonstationary covariance time series data is achieved using

the one channel at-a-time AR models in conjunction with a smoothness priors time-varying stochastic

linear regression modeling of the partial correlation coefficients in each AR channel. The d -channel

time varying AR model, a model with many more parameters than data, is fitted with only 2 d expli

citly computed hyperparameters.
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

This dissertation is addressed to ascertaining the potential usefulness of the doing multichannel

things "one channel at-a-time" paradigm in the modeling of multichannel stationary and nonstationary

covariance time series. The algorithms developed under this paradigm can be used for fitting mul

tichannel autoregressive models for stationary time series forecasting and for understanding the dynamic

interrelations between channels of stationary and nonstationary time series. A key idea in this thesis is

to exploit a known but insufficiently attended to idea. That is, to fit multichannel instantaneous response

orthogonal innovations autoregressive models to multichannel time series data. By modeling multichan

nel time series one channel at-a-time, the problems of modeling multichannel time series are reduced to

problems in the modeling of scalar time series. Our effort in this dissertation is to develop new algo

rithms using the one channel at-a-time paradigm and to compare their statistical performance with the

statistical performance of other, known multichannel modeling methods. This research also aims at

stimulating further research and development of the one channel at-a-time paradigm.

1.3 OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION

The one channel at-a-time paradigm to the analysis of multichannel time series analysis is

presented in Chapter 2. Under this paradigm multichannel time series modeling ~s achieved one chan

nel at-a-time. In that chapter the small number of seminal concepts and methodologies in time series

that we identify as the intellectual basis of this thesis are reviewed. These works include Levinson

(1947), Kalman (1960), Whittle (1963), Akaike (1973) and Akaike (1980). Levinson introduced an

algorithm for fitting successively increasing order autoregressive models to scalar stationary time series

via a recursive computational procedure. Prior to Levinson's algorithm, fitting scalar autoregressive

models to data implied solving linear equations using matrix inversion techniques. Levinson's algo

rithm is achieved with only scalar computations. In Whittle (1963), Levinson's algorithm is extended

to the fitting of multichannel autoregressive models to stationary time series data. Increasing order mul

tichannel autoregressive models are fitted to data recursively requiring only the inversion of two

matrices of constant dimension (number of channels). Whittle (1963), required the innovation of for

ward and backward in time multivariate autoregressive models. That innovation subsequently was
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adapted to the Levinson algorithm to permit it to be realized in a modular "lattice" form in VLSI chips

for practical applications. (In Chapter 5, we exploit the Levinson type lattice structure in our fitting of

time varying autoregressive models to data.) The Levinson and Whittle algorithms were contributions to

the computational issues in fitting autoregressive models to data. The long standing (statistical

hypothesis testing) problem of determining which particular (scalar or multivariate) autoregressive

model order was best in a statistical sense was solved in Akaike (1973). Akaike's AlC is an informa

tion theoretic based statistical criterion for determining the best of alternative pammetric models fitted

to data. (In a survey of prominent statisticians, Akaike's AlC was identified as one of the 20 statistical

breakthroughs in the twentieth century, Kotz and Johnson 1992.) The value of the AlC statistic that is

computed for a contender model with p estimated pammeters is:

Ale (P) = -2xlog-likelihood of the fiited model + 2(P). The computation of the likelihood of a

model is clearly a computational issue in statistical data analysis. As a consequence of Kalman (1960),

we have seen that every variety of stationary and nonstationary time series model can be embedded into

a state space model form. The Kalman filter is a computationally economical state space method for

computing the likelihood of models. In general, in the modeling of nonstationary time series we are

confronted with the attempt to fit models with substantially more parameters than data. Those large

numbers of parameters can be expressed in terms of the evolution of simple stochastic difference equa

tions such as random walks. That representation invokes the Bayesian concept of stochastic regression

in which the unknown variances of the random walks have the role of "hyperparameters".

Akaike(1980) developed a breakthrough quasi-Bayesian method of analysis that yields the modeling of

nonstationary times series in terms of least squares computations. The paper developed the first practi

cal application of the Bayesian model which used the likelihood of the hyperparameters as a measure of

the goodness of fit of a model to data. In the review papers, Gersch and Kitagawa (1988) and Gersch

(1992), Akaike's analysis method was embedded into a state space model framework and applied to a

variety of time series modeling problems not considered by Akaike.

In chapter 3 the problem of parsimonious multichannel autoregressive modeling of nonstationary

mean and second order stationary time series is addressed. Our efforts in parsimonious multichannel

autoregressive modeling were motivated by the inherent tendency to overpammeterize that is present in
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the conventional multichannel autoregressive (MCAR) modeling. The application of the one channel

at-a-time paradigm and subsequent subset selection of the individual scalar autoregressive (AR)

modeled channels achieves a "thinning" of the overparametrized MCAR models. Akaike's AIC is

employed in selecting the best of the alternative subset models. That procedure is suitable for the

modeling of both nonstationary mean and second order stationary time series. Comparative studies of

published parsimonious modeling attempts showed our modeling to be more parsimonious than previous

attempts. In a series of comparative Monte Carlo simulation studies we show superior performance in

mean square tracking error and one-step-ahead prediction variance using our MCAR modeling as com

pared to more conventional MCAR modeling methods.

Chapter 4 addresses the problem of power spectral density estimation for multichannel stationary

time series. Our objective is to achieve statistically more efficient (smaller variance) power spectrum

estimation than is customary with conventional MCAR-AIC modeling methods. We combined the one

channel at-a-time methodology and the scalar case smoothness priors long AR model for spectral esti

mation (Kitagawa and Gersch, 1985a), to realize a smoothness priors multichannel autoregressive

SPMCAR), modeling of stationary time series for spectral estimation. A particular class of frequency

domain smoothness priors is assumed for the (normal) distribution of the coefficients of scalar autore

gressive model of order m, (ARm)' with m relatively large. Monte Carlo simulation results demonstrate

that the SPMCAR method does achieve superior statistical performance as compared with the power

spectral density estimation obtained with the more conventional MCAR-AIC modeling method.

In Chapter 5 the problem of modeling multichannel nonstationary covariance time series data

with a multichannel time varying autoregressive model is achieved with a one channel at-a-time

smoothness priors, (SPMCTVAR), paradigm. The lattice structure of the one channel at-a-time autore

gressive model and a smoothness priors random walk model in the regression equation for the partial

correlation coefficients, (PARCORS), are exploited in this development. The fitting of a multichannel

time varying autoregressive model to data requires the estimation of many more parameters than there

are data. Specifically if there are d channels of N data points each, or a total of N xd observations and

an order P multichannel time varying autoregressive model is fitted to that data, then NxPxdxd

autoregressive parameters and NXdx(d + 1)/2 instantaneous innovations variance parameters describe

4



that model. The SPMCTVAR modeling algorithm requires that only 2xd hyperparameters to be expli

citly estimated for each multichannel AR model order considered. The modeling of multichannel nons

tationary covariance time series is relevant to many econometric, human electroencephalogram, oceano

graphic, meteorological and seismic data analysis situations. We show its application to both simulated

data and real physical data bivariate and bivariate nonstationary covariance time series.

The last chapter summarizes the research results in this dissertation and points out areas where

additional research may be fruitfully conducted.

5



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter the technical methods in time series analysis modeling that are relevant to the

dissertation are reviewed. First we remark on some historical points.

2.1 IUSTORICAL AND OTHER REMARKS

A time series is a collection of data arranged in chronological order. The study of time series

goes back to antiquity. Undoubtably early cultures noted and studied astronomical and meteorological

evidence. From the old testament, Ecclesiastes, 1:9: " ... the thing that hath been, is that which shall

be, and that which is done. is that which shall be done, and there is no new thing under the sun ....

Some statisticians interpret that quotation to suggest knowledge in biblical times of a persistent struc

ture principle that is particular relevant for forecasting. More recently, we have the Beveridge wheat

price index, the annual index of prices at which wheat was sold in European markets from 1500 to

1869, (Beveridge 1921, Anderson 1971) and Waldmeir (1961) a record of sunspot activity in the years

1610 to 1960. The earliest western world papers in the analysis of time series that are still interesting

today are very likely those by Shuster (1888) on the analysis of "hidden" periodicities in data and by

Einstein (1905) on Brownian motion. The subsequent development has seen important contributions by

other very illustrious individuals including Norbert Wiener, John Tukey and Kolmogorov.

Our concern here is with the modeling of multivariate time series. Despite the fact that time

series analysis is now widely used in many branches of engineering, the physical sciences and econom

ics there are only a small number of books on the modeling of multivariate time series. The totality of

that literature includes, Quenouille (1957), Hannan (1970) and Lutkepohl (1991). Concerning the work

presented here, there are only a small number of seminal works that we identify as the intellectual basis

of this thesis. Those include Levinson (1947), (a recursive computational procedure for fitting increas

ingly complex scalar time series to data using only scalar computations), Kalman (1960), (effectively

the introduction of the state-space methodology to time series analysis), Whittle (1963), (a recursive

computational procedure for fitting increasingly complex multivariate time series to data), Akaike
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(1973), (an information theoretic based statistic to select the best of alternative parametric models fitted

to data) and Akaike (1980), (the development of a quasi-Bayesian analysis of the linear time series

Gaussian disturbances model).

2.1.1 Tbe Organization of Tbis Cbapter

In Section 2.2, the one channel at-a-time paradigm, the idea that is the key to our approach to the

multivariate autoregressive modeling of stationary and nonstationary covariance time series, is intro

duced. Briefly that paradigm permits us to do multichannel things, (which in general require matrix

computations), one channel at-a-time. These computations are done on instantaneous data using only

scalar computations.

Following that, in Section 2.3 the more conventional methods for the fitting of both scalar and

multivariate autoregressive models to time series data are treated. In Section 2.4 Akaike's Ale cri

terion, an information theoretic method for determining the best of alternative parametric models fitted

to data is discussed. In that context, both the problems of autoregressive model order selection and

subset selection are treated. Autoregressive model order selection has a role in each part of this thesis

where autoregressive models are fitted to data. Subset selection, (in a linear regression scalar autore

gressive model fitting), is relevant in achieving the parsimonious modeling of multivariate autoregres

sive modeling. This parsimonious modeling pennits a decrease in one-step-ahead prediction variance in

our one channel at-a-time instantaneous response modeling as compared to the more conventional

methods of multichannel autoregressive modeling. Finally, in Section 2.5 the topic of smoothness pri

ors is treated. The smoothness priors methodology, a linear Gaussian disturbances stochastic regression

modeling, plays a critical role in conjunction with the one channel at-a-time paradigm, in achieving

enhanced multichannel spectral density estimation as compared to conventional multichannel stationary

time series spectral density estimation. It also plays a critical role in the fitting of multichannel time

varying autoregressive models to multichannel nonstationary covariance time series.

7



2.2 THE ONE CHANNEL AT-A-TIME PARADIGM

The key idea in our approach to the multichannel autoregressive modeling of stationary and nons-

tationary time series is to do multichannel things one channel at-a-time. The one channel at-a-time

autoregressive modeling is achieved via an orthogonal innovations instantaneous response multichannel

autoregressive model. An instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations MCAR parameterization was

introduced by Pagano (1978). It was used in the program MULMAR by Kitagawa (Akaike et aI. 1978).

The instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations MCAR model permits multichannel autoregressive

modeling one autoregressive channel at-a-time with computations on instantaneous data. It is related to

the instantaneous response orthogonal innovations model by an invertible linear transformation.

2.2.1 Instantaneous Response-Orthogonal Innovations and Conventional MCAR Models

From Theorem 1, Pagano (1978) an instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations MCAR model

of the stationary d -vectorrandom process {x (n) }, is in the form

M
1: Bmx(n-m) = ~(n)

m={)

with ~ a zero mean uncorrelated process with diagonal innovations variance matrix D

D=

and Boa unit (oneson the diagonal) lower triangular matrix

(2.2.1)

(2.2.2)

0 0 0 0
b 210 1 0

b 310 b 320 1
Bo= 0

(2.2.3)

1 0
bd lO b d 20 b d 30 bd(d-l)O 1

The model in (2.2.1) can be re-expressed in the conventional MCAR form (Whittle 1963,

Lutkepohl 1991)

8



M
x(n)+ LAmx(n-m)=e(n). (2.2.4)

m=1

with general innovations matrix V and MCARparameter matrices, Am = B olBm. Also, e(n) =B01~(11).

The relation between the innovations variance matrix V of the model in (2.2.4) and D the diagonal

innovations matrix in (2.2.2) is

(2.2.5)

The key observation here is that the instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations MCAR model per-

mits multichannel data to be modeled one AR channel at-a-time.

Conversely, consider the conventional MCAR model in (2.2.4). The unique modified Cholesky

decomposition of V is, V = LDLT, where L is unit lower triangular and D is as in (2.2.2). Then

L -I = B OI resulting in the instantaneous response model in (2.2.1) with orthogonal innovations. This

reparameterization is useful when we consider multivariate AR models from the literature and examine

their realizations as instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations equivalents in simulation studies.

A useful way of interpreting the relationship between the conventional MCAR representation in

(2.2.4) and the instantaneous response model in (2.2.1) is that the latter can be thought of an interlacing

of the data in the former.

For completeness here and later use, the power spectral density matrix of the conventional MCAR

model (2.2.4)-(2.2.5) is given by

S(f) = A (frIVA* «t"
where A (f), the "whitening" filter of the AR process is

(2.2.6)

M
A (f) = LAkexp[-21tiJkl,

k=O

with A 0 = I, A*(f) is the complex conjugate matrix of A(f) and AT is the transpose of the matrixA .

9



The power spectral density matrix for the system expressed in the instantaneous response orthogo-

nal innovations form is given by

(2.2.7)

where

M
B(f) = 1: Bkexp[-21tifk].

k=O

For example, consider a bivariate or d =2 AR 4 model of the Box-Jenkins Series J input-output

physical plant data as in Newton (1988), p. 342. The conventional MCAR model form (2.2.4) with

parameter matrix A o= I, AR coefficient matrices A I •... ,A 4 and innovations matrix V (to within four

decimal digits), is;

0.0087]
0.2570 '[

- 1.9259 0.0012] [ 1.2017 -0.0042] [-0.1169
A I = -0.0505 -1.2998 ' A 2 = 0.0205 0.3277 ,A 3 = 0.7118

[
- 0.1042 -0.0033] [ 0.3516 -0.0731]

A4 = -0.1954 -0.1334 ' V = -0.0731 0.9724 .

Correspondingly the equivalent instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations matrix representation

may be computed. By simple algebraic manipulation, from (2.2.3)-(2.2.5), the matrix Ba is

[
1.0000 0.0000]

B a = 0.2081 1.0000

where b210 =-V (1,2)1V (1,1). Then computing Bm =BoAm,m = 1, ...,4 and D =BoVBb, we arrive

at the equivalent theoretical instantaneous response orthogonal innovations model. The B, and D

matrices are then

[
- 1.9259 0.0012] [ 1.2016 -0.0042] [-0.1169

B I = -0.4512 -1.2995 ' B2 = 0.2705 0.3268 ,B3 = 0.6875

[
-0.1042 -0.0033] [0.3516 0.0000 ]

B4 = -0.2171 -0.1341 ,D = 0.0000 0.9572 .

0.00871
0.2588 '

2.3 CLASSICAL SCALAR AND MULTICHANNEL AUTOREGRESSIVE MODELING

The earliest paper on (scalar) autoregressive modeling of time series is that by Yule (1927). The

method of analysis was least squares and the paper contained an application to the modeling of

10



Wolfer's sunspot series. Mann and Wald (1943) demonstrated that least squares formulas were asymp

totically valid for large data sample maximum likelihood estimates of the autoregressive model parame

ters. Following Mann and Wald, an asymptotic goodness of fit test of an autoregressive model of order

p could be made within the class of autoregressive series of some higher order q using the asymptotic

properties of the fitted coefficients, which include asymptotic normality. The classical likelihood theory

applies. Then the sum of squares of residuals asymptotically have a chi-square distribution with q - p

degrees of freedom. Additional contributions to autoregressive model order determination in the con

text of goodness of fit test were made by Quenouille (1947) and Walker (1954).

The computational solution of fitting successively higher order autoregressive models to data

required the inversion of successively higher order matrices. The inversion of a p xp matrix was

required for the fitting of a p th order autoregression to data The Levinson (1947) algorithm was a

computational breakthrough. It permitted increasing order autoregressive models to be fitted using only

scalar computations.

Multivariate autoregressive models were probably first introduced in the econometric literature

with the monograph Statistical Inference in Dynamic Models edited by Koopmans (1950). They are also

discussed in Whittle (1953) and Bartlett (1955). The fitting of d simultaneous time series to a d vari

ate autoregressive time series of order p required the inversion of p xdxd linear "Yule-Walker" equa

tions. For d = 10 channels and an autoregressive model order of p = 10, the inversion of a lO00xl000

matrix is required. That large computational burden inhibited the application of multivariate autoregres

sive modeling. The Whittle (1963) algorithm was a computational breakthrough. It permitted increasing

order multivariate autoregressive models to be fitted requiring only successive inversion of dxd I

matrices. Hannan (1970) contains a formal asymptotic distribution theory for the parameters of mul

tivariate autoregressive models fitted to data as well as some (unwieldy) goodness of fit tests for mul

tivariate autoregressive model order determination.

In practice, the classical goodness of fit tests for determining the orders of scalar and multivariate

autoregressive models fitted to data appeared to be difficult to use. Akaike (1969) was a breakthrough

paper for determining the order of scalar autoregressive models fitted to data. The "final prediction
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error" concept in that paper for scalar autoregressive model order determination was extended to mul-

tivariate autoregressive model order determination in Akaike (1972). Akaike (1973) was a consolida-

tion of Akaike's previous work on model order determination. It yielded an information theoretic

statistic, now known as Akaike's AlC, for the determination in a multiple hypothesis testing situation of

the best of alternative parametric models. That paper was identified in a survey of outstanding statisti-

cians as a breakthrough paper in the last half century of work in statistics, (Kotzand Johnson 1992).

Each of the topics identified in the preceding discussion is treated in considerable detail in the

remaining material in this section.

2.3.1 Scalar Autoregressive Modeling

A scalar autoregressive model of order p of a stationary stochastic process, {x (n ) }, is defined by

p
1:cxjx(n-i) = e(n) . (2.3.1)

j=O

In (2.3.1), e(n) - N (0,02) , i.i.d., CXo = 1.0 and CXp;to. 02 is referred to as the innovations variance. Let

the mean and covariance functions of {x(n)} be E[x(n)] = J.l and E[(x(n)-J.l)(x(n-k)-J.l)] = y(k),

where y(k), the covariance function, is an even function of k, and y(k) = y(-k). For convenience

assume that the mean J.l is zero. Then postmultiplying (2.3.1) by x(n-k) and taking the expectation

yields the set of p+l "Yule-Walker" equations.

p • 2
1:a('((k-l) =0 6k 0' k=O,1,2", p' . (2.3.2)

i=O '

In (2.3.2), 6k,o is the Kronicker delta and "«k) =E[x(n)][x(n-k)] is the covariance of the {x(n)} pro-

cess evaluated at lag k , The AR coefficients CXj'S for i=l, , , p satisfy the last p simultaneous equa-

tions of (2.3.2). Let F, be the p xp matrix of covariances

r, = ~~~ ~~: :=~~1

j'(p-l) j'(p-2) y(~) J
Then from (2.3.2) and the definition of r x , the solution vector for the AR model coefficients satisfy

12
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[ (Xl , ••• , «, ] r x = - [ ')'(1), ... ;y(P) ] . (2.3.3)

In (2.3.3), we have used the fact that the covariance is an even function. The (X;'s are obtained by

postmultiplying (2.3.3) by the inverse of the p xp matrix I',;

To fit the scalar autoregressive model (2.3.1) to a set of observed data {x (1), ... ,x(N)}, the

covariance function {')'(k)} can be estimated by the sample covariance function, {c(k)}. The sample

covariances are computed from the observed data, by the formula,

c(k) = N
1 ~ (x(n)-x)(x(n-k)-i'), x = N

1
I:.x(n) .

n=k+1 n=1
(2.3.4)

We replace the occurrences of ')'(k) with c (k) in (2.3.2) and (2.3.3). This yields ai, the estimates of the

AR coefficients <X;. The estimate of the innovations variance is given by (P = fa; c (-i) = fa; c (i) ,
;=0 ;=0

where ao=1.

2.3.1.1 The Levinson-Durbin Algoritbm for Scalar AR Model Fitting

The Levinson-Durbin algorithm (Levinson 1947) is a recursive algorithm which permits increas-

ing order scalar models to be fitted to data using only scalar computations. The Levinson 1947 article

was reprinted in an appendix to Norbert Wiener's book, "Extrapolation, Interpolation and Smoothing of

Stationary Time Series," (1949). The Levinson algorithm was the only practical way to realize

Wiener's theoretical results. Durbin (1960) is an apparently independent but technically equivalent

development of Levinson's work. Whittle (1963), extended the Levinson-Durbin algorithm to the fitting

of multivariate autoregressive time series. In so doing, it was necessary to use forward time and back-

ward time multivariate time series models. The forward-backward time autoregressive model concept

was later embedded into the Levinson-Durbin algorithm for scalar autoregressive modeling. That

development resulted in what is known as a "lattice structure", a modular form which facilitates physi-

cal implementation of autoregressive modeling on semiconductor chips.

First we briefly describe the Levinson-Durbin algorithm. Following that a brief treatment of the

lattice-structure is shown. The lattice structure interpretation of scalar autoregressive modeling is cru-

cia! for our own development of the smoothness priors multichannel time varying autoregressive model-

ing (SPMCTVAR) which is discussed in Chapter 5.

13



Concerning the Levinson-Durbin algorithm: Let apk be the kth coefficient in a scalar AR order p

model fitted to the data x(I), .. .,x(N), and let vp be the empirical residual variance of that model.

The algorithm yields the values of the coefficients of an increased order AR model, ap+1,k in terms of

the apk' The updated order coefficient ap+1,p+1 is computed by ap+1,p+l = -Aplvp, where

(2.3.5)

and the remaining coefficients of the order updated AR model are then given by

ap+1,k = apk + ap+1.p+1ap.p-k+b k = I , 2 , ... ,p .

In (2.3.5), the {Ck .k = 0,1, ... } are the empirical covariances computed from (2.3.4).

(2.3.6)

Concerning the lattice form development: The forward and backward AR models of order M are

respectively

M M
x(n) = ~a;x(n-i) + £(11) , x(n-M) = ~aix(n-i+l) + e(n-M) . (2.3.7)

;=1 ;=1

Respectively these models expresses an observation at time n as a linear combination of its past values,

and as a linear combination of its future values.

A set of normal equations for each model can be derived from (2.3.7)

O~gf-l
k=M (2.3.8)

M {o~ cxM(M-m)c(m-k) = P'
m=O bM'

M {~M' k~m~aM(m)c(m-k) = 0, l~gf'

M
In (2.3.8), Pf M = L CXM (m)c (m) is the forward prediction error variance dictated by the Mth order

m=O

M
AR model (2.3.7) and PbM = LcxM(M-m)c(m) is the prediction error variance of the Mth order

m=O

backward AR model.

As in the original development of the Levinson algorithm,

M
AM = ~ cxM(m)c(m-M-l) .

m=O
(2.3.9)

After some algebraic manipulations (Haykin 1989), we obtain the Levinson-Durbin recursion for

the updated order coefficient.

CXM+1(m)=CXM(m) + PM+1CXM (M-m+l) , m=O,I, ... ,M+l (2.3.10)

In (2.3.10), PM+1 is the "reflection coefficient" as it is commonly referred to the engineering literature.
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The negative of PM+l is known as the partial correlation (PARCOR) coefficient in the statistical Iitera-

ture. It can be easily seen that PM+l = £XM+l(M+l) when m is substituted by M+l in equation (2.3.10).

To start the Levinson-Durbin recursion. the initial conditions are derived by setting p=0. So. ao(I)=O.

and P o=c (0). where c (0) is the sample variance of the time series.

2.3.2 Multivariate Autoregressive Modeling

Fitting a d -channel, order M AR model requires the successive inversion of a (d2xM) x (d 2xM )

matrix. This computational burden inhibited the widespread application of the multivariate autoregres-

sive models to the fitting of multichannel time series data. The seminal paper. Whittle (1963). permitted

multichannel autoregressive models to be fitted to time series data requiring only the inversion of two

dxd matrices. The method is a generalization of the Levinson-Durbin algorithm to the multivariate

case. Among the earliest papers to exploit the Whittle algorithm in fitting MCAR models to data were

Jones (1964) in an application to meteorological prediction. Gersch (1970) in the modeling of electroen-

cephalogram data and Akaike (1972) in the modeling of a rotary cement kiln for automatic control pur-

poses.

Let x (n) be a d -dimensional stationary stochastic process. Consider the multichannel autoregres-

sive (MCAR) model of order M

M
~Amx(n-m)=£(n) (2.3.11)

m=O

with Ao = ld the d -dimensional identity matrix and £(n) - N (O,V), i.i.d., Define the matrix covariance

function r(k) of the stationary process x (n )

r(k) = E[(x(n)-f.!x)(x(n-kH!x)1 = r(k) = r'(-k). k=O ,±l ,±2 , •• ,

where E [x (n)] = f.lx' The apostrophe denotes the matrix and vector transpose operation. Postmultiply-

ing equation (2.3.11) by (x (n-k )-f.lx)' and taking expectations yields the set of Yule-Walker equations.

M

~ Amr(k-m) = vs, o. k=0.1.2..,M. (2.3.12)
m=O •

The AR matrix coefficients Am's for m=I ..,M satisfy the last M simultaneous equations of (2.3.12).
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That is.

m»
r'(I)

r(l)
r(O)

r(M-l)
r(M-2)

= - [ I'(l)•...•r(M) ] . (2.3.13)

r'(M-l) r'(M-2) r(O)

The solution requires the inversion of a (d2xM) by (d2xM) matrix.

In fitting the MCAR model (2.3.11) to the d-dimensional observed data x(n).n=I.2.....N. the

Yule-Walker estimators of the AR matrix coefficients Am's are obtained by replacing r(k)'s in (2.3.13)

with tlJeir estimates Ck=..!.. ~ [x(n)-x"][x(n-k)-x']', where X=N
1 ~x(n) is the sample mean

N~~~ ~

vector. That is.

(2.3.14)

C'M-l C'M-2 Co

~ M
Also. the estimate of the innovations matrix V is given by V = 1: AmC'm .

m=l

For large values of d and M. inversion of the (d2 x M) by (d 2 X M) matrix in (2.3.14) can be a

prohibitive numerical computation. The Whittle (1963) algorithm requires only the successive inversion

of two d xd matrices to achieve increasing order MCAR modeling.

In Whittle's recursive algorithm both the forward and backward multivariate autoregressive

models are required. The forward AR model expresses an observation at time t of a stationary process,

x (r), as a linear combination of its past values. The backward AR model expresses the same observa-

tion as a linear combination of it future values. Let Ap,m and Ap,m respectively be the dxd AR

coefficient matrices in the forward and backward MCAR models.

p

X(t) = 1:Ap.mX(t-m) + £(t),
m=l

p -
X(t-p) = LAp,mX(t-p+m) + e{t-p).

m=l
(2.3.15)

The algorithm requires the simultaneous solutions for Ap,m's and A;,,m 's from the following system of
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equations,

p p -
:I:Ap.mr(k-m) = 0, k=I.2,...,p :I: Ap,mr(m-k) = 0, k=I,2,...,p. (2.3.16)
m~ m~

The equations (2.3.16) are derived from the Yule-Walker equations for the forward and backward

MCAR models. Given the r(k) matrices, the AR matrix coefficients for successively increasing AR

model orders can be recursively obtained from the following system of equations (Whittle, 1963),

- -I
Ap+I,p+1 = -lip Vp ,

- --I
Ap+1,p+1 = -lip Vp (2.3.17)

Ap+I.k =Ap,k+Ap+I,p+IAp.p-k+h Ap+l,k =Ap,k+Ap+I,p+!Ap.P-k+! •

where k=I,....p , and

When fitting AR models using Whittle's algorithm to a set of observed data, the r(k)'s are

replaced by their estimates C (k )'s.

A multichannel autoregressive model of a given order can be fitted to the observed data with the

direct Yule-Walker solution method. We may also fit successive increasing orders of the multichannel

autoregressive model to data with Whittle algorithm. In practice, the true model order of the system

generated the data is unknown and must be estimated. The question of what order model to use is not

addressed by either of those procedures. The topic of autoregressive model order selection is described

in Section 2.4.

2.3.2.1 Prediction Using Tbe Multivariate Autoregressive Model

One of the main objectives of time series analysis is prediction. Future values of a time series

may be predicted based on its own past observed values. The most widely used criterion in modeling is

the minimum mean squared errors (MSE) prediction. In this section, the linear MSE prediction using

the multichannel autoregressive model (MCAR) is reviewed. We are only interested in results for one-

step-ahead predictions. Two results are needed; a prediction formula and the prediction error variance.
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Consider the zero mean d -dimensional time series {x (n)}. Here, the multichannel autoregressive

p

model of order P is given by x (n) = 1: Amx (n -m) + e(n)
m=J

Let x(n+lin) denote the optimal linear mean square error one-step ahead predictor for the given

model,

p

x(n+1In) = 1: Am~x(n-m+1) ,
m=J

where Am,p 's, m=l, ... , P, are the prerkctcr AR coefficient matrices.

(2.3.18)

Let V(n+1In) =E[x(n+l)-x(n+1In)][x(n+1)-x(n+1In)]' denote the one-step ahead prediction

error variance matrix. Then, using the z -transfonn notation, A (z)x (t ) = e(t). Since the stochastic pro-

cess is stationary, the inverse A-1(z) exists and x(t) has an equivalent infinite order moving average

..
representation. So, x (t) = A -l(z )e(t ) = h (z )e(t) = 1:hi e(t -i). Then the moving average representa

i=O

tion of x (t+1) is,

.. ..
x(t+1) =1:hie(t+1-i) =hoe(t+1) + 1:hi+le(t-i)

i=O i=O
(2.3.19)

Since e(t + 1) is predicted to be identically zero at time t , from (2.3.19), the one-step-ahead prediction

of x(t + 1) given the data up to time t is

..
x(t+lit) = 1:hi+Je(t-i).

i=O

The one-step ahead prediction error variance matrix is then

V(n+1In) =E[x(n+l)-x(n+1111 )][x(n+1)-x(n+1In)]' =hoVho' =V ,

(2.3.20)

(2.3.21)

In (2.3.21), ho is the identity matrix and V is the innovations variance matrix, The optimal linear

mean square error one-step ahead prediction variance is therefore identically equal to the innovations

matrix of the stationary process.

Assume that we have N observations from the stationary stochastic process {x (n)}. Let the

optimal prediction variance of an h-step ahead predictor be V (11 +h In). Then

V(n +h In) =(l+~ )V(n +h In) , where V(n +h In) is the prediction variance of an h-step predictor

using a MCAR model of order P (Lewis and Reinsel 1985, Lutkepohl 1991). The important conse-
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quence of this result is that the prediction variance of the h-step ahead predictor increases as the order

of the MCAR model increases. Excessively large model orders result in unreliable predictions.

2.3.2.2 MCAR Power Spectrum Density Estimation

Power spectrum estimation has evolved through the turn of the century. The first estimator to be

used extensively was the periodogram which, although it was known to be a poor estimator because the

variance of the estimate exceeds its mean value, is still used today. Blackman and Tukey (1958) was

an autocorrelative method for power spectrum estimation. The steps of that procedure include estimat

ing the autocorrelation function from the observed data, windowing the autocorrelation function in an

"appropriate manner" and then Fourier transforming the windowed autocorrelation function to finally

obtain the estimated power spectrum. Jenkins and Watts (1968), in a highly regarded book on spectral

analysis, refer to the empirically based windowing method as "window carpentry". In the last para

graph of the last chapter of that book the authors caution that the models fitted by the aforementioned

method should be regarded as tentative and advocate parametric model methods for superior modeling.

Power spectrum estimation of both scalar and multivariate stationary time series can be statistically

more reliably estimated through the fitting of autoregressive models.

Akaike (1970) in his breakthrough paper used autoregressive models for scalar power spectrum

estimation. The relationship between the parameters of an AR model of order p and its estimated

power spectrum density was well known at that time, (see Jenkins and Watts 1968). Akaike's contribu

tion was the development of a statistical criterion to determine the order of the AR model to be fitted to

the data. The generalization of that statistical criterion to multivariate processes followed soon after in

Akaike (1971). That development was followed by Akaike (1973), in an information theoretic criterion

to select the best of alternative parametric models fitted to data, the AlC, (see Section 2.4).

In what follows, we treat only the estimation of the matrix power spectral density using the mul

tivariate autoregressive model. Given N observations of a d -dimensional stationary time series

{X(t), t=l, ... ,N} we fit an MCAR model to that data using the method described in Section 2.3.2.

The AlC statistic used to determine the order of that AR model is treated in Section 2.4.
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p

As before let the MCAR model fitted to the data be I:Ajx(n-i) = e(n), where e(n )-N(O,V),
i=O

i.i.d., and V is the axd innovations matrix.

Let S (f) be the dxd power spectrum density matrix function at frequency /. An estimate of

S if) is computed from the fitted MCAR model given by

(2.3.22)
p

where A if) = LAkexp(-21ti/k) is the "whitening filter" of the AR process. Also in (2.3.22), A· (f) is
k=O

the complex conjugate of A (f) and the domain over which the power spectral density is computed is

normalized so that -112 s / s 1/2.

2.4 THE AKAIKE AIC: SELECTING THE BEST OF ALTERNATIVE PARAMETRIC

MODELS

Akaike's AlC (Akaike 1973, 1974) is an information theoretic criterion for the selection of the

best of alternative parametric models based on observed data. The AIC is extensively applicable in

statistics. It is an approximately unbiased estimate of the expected Kullback-Leibler information. The

KuIIback-Leibler information or the K-L number is an information theoretic measure of the dissimilarity

between two distributions (Kullback and Leibler 1951; Kullback 1959). The larger the measure the

greater the dissimilarity between the two distributions.

Based on a survey of leading statisticians, a tutorial on the AlC was selected for publication in

"Breakthroughs in Statistics" Volume 1, (Kotz and Johnson 1992), as one of the nineteen breakthroughs

of the twentieth century in the foundations and basic theory of statistics. Some of the recent applica-

tions of the AlC in the selection of models in addition to time series analysis are, factor analysis,

regression analysis, multinomial logistic regression, cluster analysis, discriminant analysis and covari-

ance structure models. Respectively these treatments appear in Akaike (1987a, 1987b), Terasvirta

(1987), Fomell and Rust (1989), Shibata (1982), Takane et al (1987), Bozdogan and Sclove (1984),

Sambamoorthi (1989) and Joreskog (1992).
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The AlC is relevant in this thesis in scalar and multivariate AR model order selection and in sub

set selection in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. With regard to scalar time series AR model order selection,

Akaike's first paper on that subject was Akaike (1969). The significance of that contribution can be

appreciated when we recognize that problem had been under consideration for a long time and that dis

tinguished scientists, including John Von Neuman, (Neumann (1941), had worked on that problem.

Akiake (1971) is an extension of AR model order determination to multivariate AR models. The first

formal paper on the AlC, (that paper subsumed the contributions of Akaike 1969, and 1971), was given

by Akaike at an international information theory meeting in Taskent, USSR in 1971. The publication

of that paper did not appear until 1973, (Akaike 1973). Therefore it may be of interest to note that the

first actual publication on the AlC appeared in the Proceedings of the 5th RICSS, (Hawaii International

Symposium on System Sciences), Akaike (1972).

Being such a significant contribution, the AlC has provoked the intellectual curiosity and com

petitiveness of many statisticians. Akaike himself did a Bayesian interpretation of the AlC for scalar

AR model order determination, (Akaike 1978). Other contributions related to AR model order selection

and subset selection in regression among many others include, Gersch and Sharp (1973), Jones (1976),

Parzen (1977), Bhansali and Downham (1977), Schwartz (1978), Sugira (1978), Shibata (1980, 1981)

,Findley (1985), Lutkepohl (1985), and Hurvich and Tsay (1989, 1992a, 1992b).

In Section 2.4.1, we exhibit some of the theory of the AlC. Section 2.4.2 treats the application of

the AlC to scalar and multivariate AR model order selection. That material is relevant in Chapters 4

and 5. Section 2.4.3 treats the application of the AlC to subset selection. That material is relevant to

the parsimonious MCAR modeling and one-step-ahead MCAR prediction in Chapter 3.

2.4.1 The Kullback Leibler Measure and the Akalke AIC

Consider a probability density function g (x) of a continuous distribution function g, and a proba

bility density function f(x) of f , an approximation to g. The Kullback-Leibler information for g and f
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is defined as the following

I(g;f) =EX(lOg(;~~~» = j g(X)/og(.£S&) dx
-«> I(x)

(2.4.1)

~ ~

=1 g (x )/og (g (x»dx - 1 g (x )/og (f (x»dx .

For a specific probability density function g (x), f':' g (x )/og (g (x »)dx is a constant in (2.4.1).

Therefore the crucial term in (2.4.1) in selecting a minimum Kullback-Leibler information model is

~

Ex logf (X) =1 g (x )/og (f (x»dx, which is the expected log-likelihood of the model probability den-

sity function f(x) with respect to g(x). In selecting a minimum Kullback-Leibler number model, one

seeks to maximize Ex logf (X).

Two important properties of the K-L number are:

a) I (g;f) ~ and

b) I (g;f) = 0 if and only if g (x) = 1 (x).

Let 1a and 1b be two contending estimates of the true distribution g. Then, we say that 1a is closer to

g than is!b if I (g ;fa) < I (g;!b). Thus in choosing a K-L number best model of g from a family of

candidate models {/m .m= I ,...,MI. we are required to determine mj.I~jgf such that

I(g;fm,) ~ I (g;lm), m=l,...,M. Equivalently, the best K-L number model can be chosen to satisfy the
J

following

Exlogfm.(X) ~ Ex logfm (X) , m=I,...,M.
J

(2.4.2)

Consider n observations of independent and identically distributed random variables, (x I> ••• ,xn)

with unknown probability density function g (x). Assume a set of alternative or candidate models

1 (*, lem I), where em is the parameter vector of the 1m (* )-th density. We wish to estimate

I (g ;1m(* ,em»' m = 1, ... ,M the K-L number for the dissimilarity between each of the alternative

models 1mand the true density g. For a member of the alternate models 1m (* ,em)' the likelihood is
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From (2.4.2), the best K-L number model is the one with the greatest average expected log likeli-

hood, Exlog{ (X lem ) . Assume that the parameter vectors em's are known. Then from the law of large

numbers, the expected log likelihood of the model can be computed by

(2.4.3)

The parameter vectors for the model distributions f m (* ,8m ) are unlikely to be known in practice.

They must be estimated from the data and the assumed model f m (* ,em)' Let em be the maximum

likelihood estimates of the parameter vector 8 m• In this case, the law of large numbers equality in

(2.4.3) does not hold when the parameter vectors em are replaced by their maximum likelihood esti

mates em, (Akaike 1973, Sakamoto, Ishiguro and Kitagawa 1986). That is,

(2.4.4)

Thus, from (2.4.4), the maximized log likelihood is a biased estimator of the average expected log

likelihood. The bias equals to the number of parameters estimated in the model. An approximate

correction of the bias is reflected in the definition of the AlC given below.

Ale (m) = -2(maximized log likelihood of the model)

+ 2(number of estimated parameters in the model)

N A A

= -2( :E log(fm(Xn 18m»+ 2(lemI) .
n=l

In (2.4.5), lemI denotes the dimension of the vector em'

2.4.2 Application of the AIC to Scalar AR Model Order Selection

(2.4.5)

In this section we describe the autoregressive model order selection using the AlC statistic. In

practice, both the true model and the true model order of the data generating system are generally unk-

nown. In fact, the true model is very likely not to be a finite order autoregressive model. We consider

the suggestion in Akaike (1974), Parzen (1978) and Shibata (1980) that the true model is very likely

infinite-dimensional. Therefore we adopt the policy that fitting an AR model to data is only an approxi-

mation to the unknown infinite-dimensional model and recognize that model order determination pro-

cedures allow us to select a finite-dimensional approximating model. When using finite-dimensional
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autoregressive models to estimate the assumed infinite-dimensional truth, the AlC provides an asymptot-

ically efficient solution to selecting the best fit to the data.

Let the family of candidate autoregressive models be defined by

p

x(n) = .r.CXj x(n-j) + e(n), (2.4.6)
;=1

where e(n) is independently identically distributed and e(n) - N (0,02). The joint probability density

function for this model is

I (x (1) , ...
N

, x(n» = II I (x (i)ICXj,j=I,... ,p)
i=1

NIP 2
= II (21t02)-(1/2) exp( --2(x (i)- r.CXj x (n - j» ) .

i=1 20' j=1

The log-likelihood function for (2.4.7) is

(2.4.7)

N N 1 N p 2
logIlj" (x (i)lcxj,j=I,... ,p) = --2(Iog(21t) + log(02»- _2.r. (x(i) - .r. CXj x(n-j» (2.4.8)

.=1 20- .=1 ;=1

Maximizing (2.4.8) with respect to the unknown parameters, yields the maximum likelihood estimates

of the AR model parameters and of 02, eP. The latter is given by,

SSE N P 2
C!J2 = - , SSE = r. (x (i)- r.lkj x (n - j» . (2.4.9)

N i=1 j=1

In (2.4.9), the initial conditions, that is the data (x(l-p), ... ,x(0)} are assumed to be available.

Substituting the quantities in (2.4.9) into (2.4.8) and taking into account the definition of the AlC

in (2.4.5) yields the AlC for the scalar AR model of orer p (2.4.6),

SSE
AIC (P) = N[log(21t) + log(N) + I] + 2(p+1). (2.4.10)

In selecting the AlC best model, if it happens that IAlC(p 1) - AlC(P2)1:51 and PI <P2' the principle of

parsimony in model building requires that P I be selected as the approximating model order (Akaike

1974).

2.4.2.1 The AICc for Scalar AR Model

The AlC is an approximately unbiased estimator of the expected Kullback-Leibler information.

Hurvich and Tsai (1989, 1992) introduced a small sample modification of the AlC, referred to as the
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AICc. They demonstrated that in small samples, the AICc estimates the expected Kullback-Leibler

number with less bias than does the AlC.

The AICc criterion for the use of autoregressive model selection as defined by Hurvich and Tsai

is,

I+.E..
2 N

AlCc = Nlog(21tCS ) + N (P+2)
1--

N

(2.4.11)

A drawback in using AlC is that it tends to select large model order, especially in small samples.

In general, the overfitting occurs when the ratio of the model order to the data length is relatively large

(significantly different from zero), Hurvich (1989,1992), Shumway (1988), Linhart and Zuccini (1986).

The overfitting is the result of the tendency of the AlC to become strongly negatively biased with an

increase model order p when the data length N is held at constant (Hurvich 1992). The AICc is a

small sample correction to the AlC which ameliorates that condition.

The AIC and AlCc are related by the following

AICc
= AIC + 2(p+l)(p+2). (24 12)

n-p-2 ..

Taking the limit of (2.4.12) as n -> 00 we have that AICc = AlC. That is the AlCc and AlC are asymp-

totically equivalent.

2.4.3 App6cation of the AIC to the MCAR Model Selection

Using the AlC criterion to select the best of the alternative multichannel autoregressive models is

similar to that of the scalar case. Let X(n) be a d -dimensional stationary stochastic process. Consider

the MCAR model of order P

p

:E Amx(n-m) = e(n)
m=O

with A o= ld the dxd identity matrix and e(n) - N(O,V), i.i.d.. Am's are dxd AR matrix coefficients

and V is the d xd innovations matrix. With the independenceassumption, the joint probability density

function is
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N
j(x(I) , ... ,x(N»= II j(x(i)IA j,j=I,... ,P)

j=1

N
= (21t)-dN/2IV 1-1/2exp(- 1I2~x (i )V-1x' (i» .

j=l

The log-likelihood function for (2.4.13) is (Sakamoto, Ishiguro and Kitagawa 1986)

10gj~j(X(i)IAj,j=I,... ,P) = - ~ log(21t)-~ 10g(IV 1)-~ .

Correspondingly, the AlC is

AlC(P) = N[dlog(21t) + loglV 1+ 1] + 2(Pd2 + d(~+I» ,

where V is an estimate of innovations matrix V.

(2.4.13)

(2.4.14)

(2.4.15)

In determining the Ale best model order, a sequence of AR models are fitted to the observed data

by Whittle's algorithm or the Yule-Walker solution method. The model which gives the smallest AlC

is defined to be the AlC best model. As in the scalar case, if for two integers P 1 and P 2 such that

I AlC (P I) - AlC (P 2)1~1, the principle of parsimonious modeling requires that the smaller of PIand P 2

be selected as the best model order.

2.4.3.1 The AICc for Multivariate AR Model

An analogous corrected AlC criterion for multichannel autoregressive model selection was

developed in Hurvich and Tsai, (1991). For MCAR models, the potential of overfitting is much greater

because the MCAR model contains many more unknown parameters than the univariate AR model. Let

d be the dimension of a MCAR model of order P. Then the AlCc is

AlCc(P)=N(logIII+d)+2b(Pd
2+ d(d

2+
1», (2.4.16)

where b = N / (N-(Pd + d + 1» is a scale factor. If the ratio (Pd+d+l) / N is significantly different

from zero, the bias of AlC can be large and the scale factor b plays an important role in the perfor-

mance of AICc '

The AlCc for the univariate case can be derived from (2.4.16) with d, the dimension, is replaced

by 1.
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2.4.4 Subset Selection in Time Series Using The Ale

In Chapter 3, a parsimonious scalar autoregressive model is achieved by casting the AR model as

a linear regression model and doing subset selection on that model. In general if there are p indepen-

dent predictors in a linear regression model, there are 2P possible subsets. The subset selection problem

is to select the best of the alternative subsets. Akaike's AlC offers a solution to that problem. Because

regression analysis is the single most extensively used statistical data analysis tool particular application

issues have provoked a large alternative literature to the AIC on the topic of subset selection in regres-

sion models. Some of those contributions are by Sawa and Hiromatsu (1973), Amemiya (1980,1985),

Shibata (1982), Learner (1983), and Linhart and Zucchini (1986).

Consider fitting an autoregressive model of order p

y(n) = exly(n-l) + ... + expy(n-p) + £(n) (2.4.17)

to the time series data (y(n), n=I, , , ,N I. That model can be put in the form of a standard linear

regression model. Define the "design" matrix X and the vectors y, e and ex by

(2.4.18)

x=

y(P)

y(P+l)

y(p-I)

y(P)

y(l)

y(2)

y=

y(p+l)

y(p+2)

£=

£(p+I)
£(p+2)

IX=

y(N-l) y(N-2) y(N-p) y(N) £(N) IXp

Then the scalar autoregressive time series model fitting problem is recognized to be in the linear model

vector form

y =Xa+e. (2.4.19)

From the point of view of conventional linear regression, Yj the i -th observation in (2.4.17), can

be written as

Yj = x/ ex + ej, i = I, .. .,n, (2.4.20)

where the unobserved error ej is assumed to be Ej -N (0,0'2). In the conventional linear regression

problem, the y and X are assumed to be independent. That is not the case when the data is a time

series and the model fitted is an AR. Neverless, for convenience but knowingly, under the penalty of
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incurring a bias error in the estimated AR model parameters, we continue the development.

n n 1 n
j(YI, ... ,Yn)= ,nj(yjla)= ,n(2ncr2rIl2*exp(--2L(yj-xTaf). (2.4.21)

1=1 1=1 2cr j=1

Taking the natural logarithm on both side of (2.4.21) we obtain the log-likelihood of the model

n n n 1 n
log,nj(yj la) = --log(2n)--logcr2--

2 L(yj-XTa)2 . (2.4.22)
.=1 2 2 zo j=1

The maximum likelihood estimates of the unknown parameters a and 0 2, a and d'2, are obtained by

maximize the log-likelihood (2.4.22) with respect to a and 0 2.

n
SSE =L(yj-XTa)2 .

j=1
(2.4.23)

Substituting above quantities into equation (2.4.22) we obtain the maximized log-likelihood of the

model

n f SSE]210g,nj(yj la) = n log2n + log- + I ,
.=1 n

and thus, the AIC of a model with p independent variables (Ial = p+l) is

SSE
AlC (p ) = n (log2n + log- + 1) + 2(p + 1) .

n

2.4.4.1 The Subset Selection Algorithm

(2.3.24)

(2.4.25)

With the problem cast into an ordinary regression model in the familiar linear model form, we

exploit a modified S language (Becker et aI. 1988) function "leaps" and the Cp subset selection algo

rithm to achieve subset selection using the AlC criterion. The Cp criterion is due to Mallows (1973)

and the S Cp subset selection algorithm, "leaps" is due to Furnival (1954).

The S function yields the value of Mallows Cp , Mallows (1973), for each subset. We can easily

relate the value of the Cp for each individual subset to the value of the AlC for that subset by extract

ing the value of the sum of squares of errors SSE from the Cp using the SSE as required in the AIC.

The relationships between the C, and the corresponding SSE are given by

1
Cp(p) = -2-SSE(P) - /l + 2p

d'FUU
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SSE (P) = 6iuu[cp (P) +n - 2p]

where esiuu is the (unbiased) estimate of the unknown a2 on the assumption that the full model. that is

the one with the maximum number of independent variables yields an unbiased estimate of the unk-

The subset selection on the individual orthogonal innovations channels yields an "instantaneous"

model. In turn a linear transfonnation of the instantaneous model yields the familiar MCAR model

form, (see Section 2.2). The MCAR model is used to evaluate the tracking performance of the full and

subset selection models. The tracking performance may be used as a "diagnostic" to compare the com-

patibility and relative performance of the subset selection model and the Yule-Walker models.

2.5 SMOOTHNESS PRIORS IN TIME SERIES

Smoothness priors is a normal distribution theory-linear model-stochastic regression treatment of

stationary and nonstationary time series. The method is quasi-Bayesian. The Bayesianess provides a

framework for doing statistical inference. A prior distribution on the model parameters is expressed in

the form of a stochastic difference equation and is parameterized by hyperparameters which in tum

have a crucial role in the analysis. The maximization of the likelihood of a smaIl number of hyper-

parameters pennits the robust modeling of a time series with relatively complex structure and a very

large number of implicitly inferred parameters. The critical statistical ideas in smoothness priors are

the likelihood of the Bayesian model and the use of likelihood as a measure of the goodness of fit of

the model.

A conceptual predecessor of smoothness priors can be seen in a smoothing problem posed by

Whittaker (1923). In that problem the observations Yn. n=I,...,N are given. They are assumed to con-

sist of the sum of a "smooth" function f and observation noise or,

Yn =fn +£n, (2.5.1)

where e, - N (0,02
) . The problem is to estimate the unknown f n» n=1 , ... , N. In a time series

interpretation of this problem, f n' n=1 , ... , N is the trend of a nonstationary mean time series. A

typical approach to this problem is to approximate f n by a class of parametric polynomial regression

models. The quality of the analysis is dependent upon the appropriateness of the assumed model class.
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A flexible model is desirable. In this context, Whittaker suggested that the solution balance a tradeoff

of goodness of fit to the data and goodness of fit to a smoothness criterion. This idea was expressed by

minimizing

N N-k
C~: (yn - in)2 + J121: (Vkin)2)
n=l n=l

(2.5.2)

for an appropriately chosen smoothness tradeoff parameter f.l2. In (2.5.2), Vki n expresses a k -th-order

difference constraint on the solution in' with Vin = in - in-I> V2in = 'V(Vin)' etc. (Whittaker's origi-

nal solution was not expressed in a Bayesian context Whittaker and Robinson (1924) is a Bayesian

interpretation of this problem. GreviIIe (1957) showed that there is a unique solution to (2.5.2).)

The properties of the solution to the problem in (2.5.1)-(2.5.2) are apparent. If J12=o,in = Yn and

the solution is a replica of the observations. As J12 becomes increasingly large, the smoothness con-

straint dominates the solution and the solution satisfies a k-th order constraint. For large f.l2 and k=l,

the solution is a constant, for k=2, it is a straight line etc.. Whittaker left the choice of J12 to the inves-

tigator.

Shiner (1973) modeled a related problem, the distributed lag or impulse response relationship

between the input and output of economic time series. Motivated by the sparsity of data, Shiner

assumed an a priori smooth distribution on the unknown impulse response in the form of a difference

equation constraint. (Hence the name smoothness priors.) The solution balanced a tradeoff of infidelity

of the solution to the data and infidelity of the solution to the smoothness constraint. The selection of

the smoothness tradeoff parameter was determined subjectively. Akaike, (1980), completed the analysis

initiated by Shiner. Akaike developed and exploited the concept of the likelihood of the Bayesian

model using a maximum likelihood procedure for determining the smoothness tradeoff parameter. In

Bayesian terminology, the smoothness tradeoff parameter is referred to as the "hyperparameter", (Lind-

ley and Smith, 1972.) The work of Kitagawa and Gersch was motivated by Akaike (1980). They

applied Akaike's linear regression model method to a variety of time series modeling problems not con-

sidered by Akaike and also embedded that method into a state space model framework and applied the

state space method to additional problems. That work was reviewed in Gersch and Kitagawa (1988)

and Gersch (1992).
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Smoothness priors relates to the ill-posed problems and problems of statistical regularization,

Tikhonov (1963). Also related are the "bump hunting"-penalized likelihood methods, Good and Gas

kins (1980), smoothing in the generalized linear model, O'Sullivan et aI. (1986), and also the work of

Wahba (1991). Vigorous work, primarily at the Institute of Statistical Mathematics, Tokyo, resulted in

the application of smoothness priors methods to a variety of applications. These applications include

the seasonal adjustment of time series, (Akaike 1980b), tidal analysis (lshiguro et aI. 1981), binary

regression (lshiguro and Sakamoto 1983), cohort analysis (Nakamura 1986), and density estimation

(Tanabe et aI. 1988).

A development of smoothness priors by the linear Gausian disturbances stochastic regression

model approach and which leads to least squares algorithms is in Section 2.5.2. For illustrative pur-

poses, the least squares computational approach is applied to trend estimation in Section 2.5.2.1. In

Section 2.5.2.2, the least squares computational approach to smoothness priors is applied to the model-

ing of a long AR model for the purposes of spectral density estimation. This approach is relevant for

the smoothness priors multichannel autoregressive modeling for multichannel spectral estimation. In

Section 2.5.3 the state-space computational approach to realizing smoothness priors is described. The

application of the state-space smoothness priors modeling is applied to the estimation of a trend in Sec-

tion 2.5.3.1. This approach is used in PARCOR modeling in Chapter 5 on the SPMCTVAR modeling.

2.5.1 Smoothness Priors Bayesian Modeling

Consider the normal disturbances stochastic linear regression model , y = X 9 + e with

e - N (0, 02[). Let the prior distribution constraint on 9 be iD 9 - N (0, J). The joint distribution of

y and 9 is,

(2.5.3)

In (2.5.3), y is the vector of observed data, X and D are assumed known while 0 2 and ')..2 are unknown.

The dimensions of the matrices in (2.5.3) are y: nxl; X: nxp; 9: px1. In this conjugate family Baye-

sian situation (Berger 1985), the mean of the posterior normal distribution of the parameter vector 9
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minimizes

(2.5.4)

If ').} were known, the posterior mean of the distribution of e could be computed by an ordinary least

squares computation. For a smoothness priors interpretation of the problem, consider -1I2cr2 times the

quadratic form to be minimized and exponentiate. Then, minimizing the quadratic form for 9 maxim-

izes

(2.5.5)

In (2.5.5), the posterior distribution interpretation of the parameter vector e is that it is propor

tional to the product of the conditional data distribution (likelihood), p (y Ix,e,cr2), and a prior distribu-

7t(e Iy ,A.2,cr2) IX P(y Ix ,e,cr2)7t(O IA.2,cr2) .

Integration of (2.5.6) yields LO•.2,cr2), the likelihood for the unknown parameters '}..2 and cr2,
(2.5.6)

(2.5.7)

Since 7t(ely,'}..2,cr2) is normally distributed, (2.5.7) can be expressed in the closed form, (Akaike

1980),

L('}..2,cr2)=(27tcr2)-NI21'}..2DT D jl/21xTx + '}..2D TD 1-1I2ex~ ;;:2 SSE (6,'}..2)} . (2.5.8)

In (2.5.8), the maximum likelihood estimator of cr2 is (j2 = SSE (6;.,,2)IN where SSE denotes the sum of

squares of errors of the linear regression problem. Then -210g likelihood is,

(2.5.9)

Nlog27t + NlogSSE«fP,'}..2)IN) + 10glXTX + 'A.2D TD I-Iogl'}..2D TD 1+ N .

A practical way to determine the value of '}..2 for which the -2Iog-likelihood is minimized, is to

compute the likelihood for discrete values of '}..2 and search the discrete -210g likelihood-hyperpararneter

space for the minimum. The Akaike (1980) paper was very likely the first practical application of the

likelihood of the Bayesian model which used the likelihood of the hyperparameters as a measure of the

goodness of fit of a model to data.
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2.5.2 Smoothness Priors Trend Estimation

Consider the problem of estimating the mean of a nonstationary mean time series, In , which is the

trend at time n, In terms of the problem treated by Whittaker, In = In. A critical observation is that

from the stochastic regression or Bayesian point of view, the difference equation constraints, Vkf n» are

stochastic. That is, Vk In = Wn , where Wn is assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and

unknown vartance r', For example, for k=1 and k=2 the constraints are respectively:

In = 2tn- 1 - In- 2 + Wn .

A parameterization which relates the trend estimation problem to the earlier development in this

section is 't2 = 0 2/').,2. Corresponding to the matrix D in (2.5.5), for k=1 and k=2, the smoothness con-

straints can be expressed in terms of the following N xN constraint matrices:

a
-1 1

-1

o

-1

a
-p p
1 -2 1

1 -2 1 0

1 -2 1

(2.5.10)

In (2.5.10), a and ~ are small numbers that are chosen to satisfy initial conditions.

For fixed k and fixed ').,2 the least squares solution can be simply expressed in the form of (2.5.4).

For example with k = 2, the solution {In ,1I = 1 ....• N} satisfies

[~] - [~,] t z (2.5.11)

Note that the problem in (2.5.11) is a version of the Bayesian linear stochastic regression problem in

(2.5.4) with e= I =(1(ooo.,tN f, X = I, the NxN identity matrix, and D = D I or D 2 • From (2.5.4), the

solution to (2.4.11), with D=D 2, is

(2.5.12)

and the value of SSE (9,').,2) is given by

SSE(i,').,2) = yTY - F[l + ').,2DlD2]t .
t = (I IIN, ... ,tNIN)T is the solution vector of the smoothing problem expression of (2.5.11). The least
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squares problem in (2.5.11) is solved for discrete values of A. and the -2 log Iikelihood-hyperparameter

space is searched for a minimum. From (2.5.9), the minimized value of -2log likelihood for this prob

lem is:

-2logL (A.2,~2) =

Nlog21C +N log( SSE(t,p) IN) + log 1A.2DID
2 +II -log 1A.2DID

21 +N.

(2.5.13)

The numerical values of SSE( i,A.2 ) and of the determinants in (2.5.13) are transparent in a least

squares algorithm analysis of (2.5.11). Since A. =att, A.2 has a noise-to-signal ratio interpretation.

Smaller A. corresponds to smoother trends.

2.5.2.1 A Smoothness Priors Long AR Model For Spectral Estimation

A smoothness priors-long autoregressive (AR) model approach is used here for spectral density

estimation. The smoothness priors in the estimation of the mean value of a nonstationary time series

was expressed in time domain as a stochastically perturbed difference equation constraint on the evolu

tion of the trend. Smoothness priors constraints can also be expressed in the frequency domain. In this

section, the use of frequency domain priors for the estimation of the power spectral density of a station

ary time series is illustrated.

The classical windowed periodogram method of spectral estimation is satisfactory for spectral

analysis when the data set is "long." The alternative of spectral estimation via the fitting of parametric

models to moderate length data spans became popular in the last decade, Kesler(1986). When the data

span is relatively short, three facts render parametric modeling methods of spectral estimation statisti

cally unreliable. One is the instability or small sample variability of whatever statistic is used for deter

mining the best order of parametric model fitted to the data. The second is that usually the "parsimoni

ous" parametric model is not a very good replica of the system that generated the data. The third is

that the spectral density of the fitted parametric model cannot possibly be correct. Independent of

which parametric model order is selected, there is information in the data to select models of different

orders. A Bayesian estimate of power spectral density requires that the spectral density of parametric
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models of different model orders be weighted in accordance with the likelihood and the prior of the

model order of different models.

The smoothness priors AR model of spectral estimation alleviates this problem. A particular class

of frequency domain smoothness priors is assumed for the coefficients of AR model order M, with M

relatively large. The likelihood of the hyperparameters that characterize the class of smoothness priors

is maximized to yield the best AR model of order M with the best data dependent priors. (A more

complete treatment of the modeling discussed here is in Kitagawa and Gersch, 1985a.)

Consider the scalar autoregressive model of order M ,

M

Yn = ~amYn-m + En .
m=1

(2.5.14)

In (2.5.14), {En} is a Gaussian white noise with mean zero and variance 0'-. A least squares fit of

the AR model to the data,Yb ...,YN, with the first M observations YI-M,y2-M,''',yO treated as given con-

N M
stants, leads to the minimization of ~[yn - LamYn_m]2 •

n=1 m=1

The frequency response function of the whitening filter of the AR process is

M

A(f)= 1- Lamexp [-21timf].
m=1

(2.5.15)

Consider a frequency domain smoothness priors constraint on the AR model parameters. Let

measures of the unsmoothness of the frequency response function be the integrated squared kth and

zero-th derivative with respect to frequency of the AR process whitening filter. That is,

R =11/2 1d
k
A (f) I2dl' =(21t)2k ~ m2k a 2

k 1/2 d,/,k 'J .Li m ,
'J m=1

are the terms used as penalties to the whitening filter.

1/2 M

R0 =L/2 IA if )l2dj =1+ n;1 a; (2.5.16)

With these constraints, and with 'A,2 and v2

fixed, the AR model coefficients {am ,m=I,...,M }, minimize

N M M M
~[yn - ~ amYn_m]2+'A,2~ m2ka,; + v 2L a';.
~ m~ m~ m~

(2.5.17)

In (2.5.17), 'A,2 and v2 are hyperparameters, (Lindley and Smith 1972). By a proper choice of

these parameters, the estimates of the AR model coefficients balance the tradeoff between the infidelity

of the model to the data and the infidelity of the model to the frequency domain smoothness constraints.
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To within a constant, the Gaussian priors on the AR model coefficients corresponding to the R0 and Rk

constraints are

').,2 p _v2 M 2
exp=-2 ~ m2ka

m
2 exp- ~ a~ _2 ~ m·

20 m=l 20- m=l

Define the matrices D and a and the matricesX and Y by

Yo

Yl

YI-M

Y2-M

(2.5.18)

(2.5.19)

D= , X =

YN-l YN-M

a=(al,a2, ... ,aMl ,Y=(YI,Y2, ... ,YNl

Then in a least squares computational analysis, the fitted AR model coefficients and residual sum

of squares satisfy

a =(XTX + D TD)-IXTY, S(I,,2,v2) =yTy - aT(XTx + D TD)fi.

The likelihood of the hyperparameter model is

(2.5.20)

L(').,2,v2,a2) = (2:02 )NI2ID TD 11/21xTx + D TD 1-1/2ex~ ;~2 S(A,2,V2)}. (2.5.21)

Given ').,2 and v2, the maximum likelihood estimate of 0 2 is, (j2=S(A,2,v2)/N . The maximum likelihood

estimates of ').,2 and v2are obtained by minimizing

-2logL(y 1').,2,v2,a2) =Nlog21t02 -loglDTD I + log IxTx + D TD I+N (2.5.22)

with respect to ').,2 and v2. Computation of the likelihood over a discrete k ,A,2,V2 parameter grid and

searching over the resulting discrete likelihood-hyperparameter space for the minimum of -2 log likeli-

hood yields the desired smoothness priors long AR model.

The frequency domain smoothness priors constraints used here have interpretations as constraints

on the smoothness of the whitening filter of tl-e AR model. The Oth derivative has an energy constraint

interpretation. These computations allow us to remain within the framework of the general linear

model and are therefore computationally tractable.
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Kitagawa and Gersch (1985a) show smoothness priors long AR model results that were superior

to the minimum AIC-AR model method for estimating the power spectral density of a scalar time

series. Two problem situations were studied. In one case, the simulation model was in the AR model

class. The other was a two sine waves in noise case, in which the data actually correspond to an

ARMA model. These results support the soundness of the empirical frequency domain smoothness pri

ors constraint approach long AR modeling method to the estimation of the power spectral density

matrix.

2.5.3 State Space Modeling

A state space method for the analysis of time series is reviewed. Our concern is with the "ordi

nary" linear Gaussian state space model. Many problems in time series analysis can be reduced to the

estimation of the state of the model. The famous Kalman filter yields computationally efficient algo

rithms for recursive computation. A state space modeling approach for the linear model with Gaussian

system and observation noise that is equivalent of the least squares computational approach to smooth

ness priors modeling, was shown in Brotherton and Gersch (1981) and Kitagawa (1981). The state

space smoothness priors modeling method was applied to the modeling of nonstationary mean and nons

tationary covariance time series, Gersch and Kitagawa (1983a,1985) and Kitagawa and Gersch

(1984,1985b). Here in Section 2.5.2.1 a general treatment of the linear Gaussian state space model

analysis is shown. In Section 2.5.2.2 the method is applied to the analysis of the estimation of the

mean of a nonstationary time series. This method of analysis is used in the estimation of the PAR-

CaRS in Chapter 5.

Let a state space model be given by

Xn =FnXn-1 + G; Wn

Yn = n,», + En'
(2.5.23)

where wn-N(O,Qn) and En-N(O.Rn)' Given the observations Ylr'" ,YN and the initial conditions

XoIO, VOIO, the one-step-ahead predictor and the filter are obtained from the Kalman filter algorithm:
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Time Update (Prediction)

Vnln-I = FnVn-1In-1F!+ GnQnG!.

Observation Update (Filtering)

«, = Vnln-1H![HnVnln-1H! + Rnrl

(2.5.24)

(2.5.25)

Using these estimates, the smoothed value of the state x; given the entire observation set,

Y I ,···,YN, is obtained by the fixed interval smoothing algorithm, (Anderson and Moore 1979),

(2.5.26)

The state space representation and the Kalman filter yield an efficient algorithm for the likelihood

of a time series model. The joint distribution of YJ,''',YN is,

N

f (y I....)N) = TIf (yn IyI- ... _Yn-I),
n=1

with

Vn = n,Vnln-IH! + s.,
Then, the log likelihood, I, of the model is given by

1 [ N N -1 21I = - '2 N log21t + 1:logvn + 1: -2-(Yn - n,», In-I) .
n=1 n=1 Vn

(2.5.27)

(2.5.28)

(2.5.29)

The maximum likelihood estimate of the model parameters are obtained by maximizing (2.5.29)

with respect to those parameters. The Ale is defined by

Ale =-2(maximum log-likelihood) + 2(number of parameters) ..sp
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2.5.3.1 State-Space Trend Estimation

In this section, a state space computational procedure for the modeling of a nonstationary mean

time series is discussed. Consider the nonstationary mean time series Yn = tn+En • As done earlier, the

nonstationary trend tn is modeled as a stochastically perturbed difference equation.

Let the trend t« satisfy a kth order stochastically perturbed difference equation /1k t, = W n , where

Wn is an i.i.d. sequence with N (0 ,'tf). The state or system noise Wn and the observation noise En are

assumed to be i.i.d. with zero mean and diagonal covariance matrix

(2.5.31)

For example for k=2, the state-space model (2.5.22) is,

(2.5.32)

(2.5.33)

The smoothness priors problem for the trend estimation above corresponds to the maximization of

~ 1 N 2} ~ 't
2

N 2 2}ex ---2 I (yn - tn) ex --2 I 1/1 in I .
20' n=1 20' n=1

The first term in (2.5.33) is identified with the conditional data distribution, and the second corresponds

to the priors on the trend.

The role of the hyperparameter 't2 as a measure of the uncertainty in the belief of the priors is

clear from (2.5.33). Small values of't2 imply wiggly trends and large values of't2 imply smooth trend

2
with respect to the kth order difference constraint. The ratio of ..;. can be interpreted as signal-to

O'

noise ratio.
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CHAPTER 3

PARSIMONIOUS MULTICHANNEL AUTOREGRESSIVE MODELING

In this chapter the one channel at-a-time paradigm is exploited to achieve parsimonious modeling

of multivariate time series. Starting with a d channel time series, via the instantaneous response

orthogonal innovations multichannel autoregressive model, these data are modeled as d independent

scalar autoregressive time series in linear regression form. Subset selection is achieved within this

linear regression model framework and the resulting scalar models are recombined by a linear transfor

mation to realize the parsimonious multichannel autoregressive model. Parsimonious autoregressive

modeling of both multivariate nonstationary mean and multivariate second order stationary time series

is considered. In both cases our method achieves more parsimonious modeling than previously

achieved. With respect to parsimonious autoregressive modeling of multivariate nonstationary mean

time series our modeling method is compared to the work by Tiao and Tsay (1986). They attempted a

parsimonious modeling of three simultaneous nonstationary mean time series. With respect to parsi

monious autoregressive modeling of multivariate second order stationary time series (both the mean and

covariance are stationary), the primary objective is to reduce the one-step-ahead prediction variance as

compared to more conventional MCAR modeling of stationary time series. Our modeling method is

compared to a previous attempt at achieving parsimonious modeling of bivariate stationary time series

by Hsiao (1979). Our method achieves a smaller mean square tracking error of the Hsiao data example.

That result indicates that ours is a superior fit to the data than is that by Hsiao. In some additional

examples. we compare the mean square tracking error and one step-ahead prediction variance perfor

mance of our one channel at-a-time subset selection method with that achieved using the more conven

tional Yule-Walker equation-Ale model order selection solution to MCAR modeling.

3.1 BACKGROUND

As shown in the previous chapter, the unknown parameters of a stationary time series MCAR

model can be estimated from the observed data by solving the multivariate Yule-Walker equations

(Whittle 1963, Lutkepohl 1991). In practice, Whittle's algorithm solution of the Yule-Walker equations

is employed to recursively fit successively increasing MCAR order models to the observations. The
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MCAR model of order M for a d -channel time series is, (Jenkins and Watts 1968, Anderson 1971)

M
1:AmX(n-m)=e(n), E[e(n)] =0, Var[£(n)]=VBn,o, (3.1)

m=O

In (3.1), Am,m = 0 , ... , M, are the dxd AR coefficient matrices, A0 is the dxd identity matrix and

Am :t:. 0 for m = M. The dxd innovations matrix V is referred to as the innovations matrix. In fitting

AR models to data, the MCAR order M can be determined with the Akaike's AlC criterion (Akaike

1974) or the Alec criterion (Hurvich and Tsai 1992). For the d dimensional MCAR model in (3.1),

there are dxdxM AR coefficient parameters and d(d+l)/2 innovations matrix parameters to be

estimated. In terms of the dimension d, the number of parameters to be estimated increases as the

square of d while the number of observations increases linearly in proportion to d.

In fitting MCAR model to data, the conventional Yule-Walker equations solution methods have

an inherent tendency to overparameterize. The prediction of a future value of a time series uses the

fitted MCAR model. Each of the MCAR model parameters is necessarily estimated with an accom-

panying error which in turn contributes to the prediction error variance. Hence modeling with an

excessive number of estimated parameters is costly in prediction error variance and we are motivated

to achieve a parsimonious MCAR modeling. We note that neither the direct Yule-Walker method nor

the Whittle's algorithm method of solving the Yule-walker equations address the inherent tendency to

overparameterize in MCAR model fitting. Also relevant to note here, the AR coefficient estimates in

the Yule-Walker solution methods are computed using the estimated covariance function of the

observed time series data. When only small number of observations are available the numerical inaccu-

racy in computing the empirical covariances can also contribute significantly to the prediction error. In

contrast with that, the one channel at-a-time instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations modeling is

performed on instantaneous data and does not bear the burden of the short data span estimation errors

in the covariance computations.

3.2 METHOD

Our solution to the problem of overparameterization in the conventional Yule-Walker MCAR

modeling exploits the one channel at-a-time paradigm in developing a parsimonious MCAR modeling
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procedure. We fit the instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations covariance model to the mul

tichannel time series. The instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations MCAR model permits mul

tichannel data to be modeled one AR channel at-a-time. By virtue of the one channel at-a-time instan

taneous response-orthogonal innovations representation, each orthogonal innovations channel is modeled

as a scalar autoregressive linear combination of itself and the other data channels. A parsimonious

MCAR model is realized by expressing each of the individual scalar AR models in the form of a linear

regression model and employing a subsequent subset selection procedure. The one channel at-a-time

instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations variance model is related to the usual MCAR model with

general innovations variance by an invertible algebraic transformation. In the one channel at-a-time

MCAR modeling of stationary time series, the order of each of the scalar AR models is determined

using the Akaike AlC, (Akaike 1973,1974). Shibata (1980) demonstrated that use of the AlC for AR

model order determination is optimal with respect to prediction variance. Here, and wherever else the

AlC is referred to we refer to it generically and actually consider it as well as the Hurvich and Tsai

small sample corrections for scalar and multivariate series, (Hurvich and Tsai 1989, 1992). With each

scalar AR model represented in a linear regression model subset selection is achieved via an all-subsets

search also using Akaike's AlC. Kitagawa (the program MULMAR in Akaike et al. 1979), was another

attempt at achieving parsimonious multichannel AR modeling. Kitagawa's method was a one-channel

at-a-time exploratory method. It differs from ours primarily in the subset selection procedure. There

aren't very good examples of Kitagawa's method. For comparison of performance purposes, the subset

instantaneous MCAR model with orthogonal innovations are algebraically transformed to the conven

tional MCAR model type, and model performance measures are then computed from the conventional

MCAR model.

3.2.1 Some Details

The one channel at-a-time modeling of d -channel multichannel stationary time series yield d individual

AR modeled data channels. To each individual channel consider fitting an autoregressive model of

order p
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y(n) =aly(n-I) + ... + CXpy(n - p) + e(n) (3.3)

to the time series data {y(n),n=I,,,,N}. In (3.3), (e(n)} is a zero-mean uncorrelated sequence

Gaussian process. Define the design matrix X and the vectors y , e and a by

X=

yep) yep-I)

y(p+I) yep)

y(1)

y(2)

(3.4)

y(N-I) y(N-2) y(N-p)

Y =(Y(p +I) •y (p+2) , ... , Y(N )l. e =(e(p+I) •e(p +2) , ... , e(N) l , a =( a I , ... , ap l.
Then the scalar autoregressive time series model fitting problem is in the linear model form

y = X a + e. (3.5)

In detail, the structure of the of the linear model regression equation components corresponding to the

individual channels for d = 3, and MCAR model order p = 3 are

Y I = , XI = (3.6)

xl(N) x3(N-I) x2(N-I) xl(N-I) . x3(N-9) x2(N-9) xl(N-9)

al = ( al(1) , C!1(2) , ... , al(9) l .

XI(10) x3(9)

xl(lI) X3(lO)
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x2(1O) x\(10) x3(9)

x2(11) x\(ll) x 3(10)

x\(9)

X\(10)

In (3.6), the notation Y10 Y2, Y3 refer respectively to the dependent variable associated with the

individual channels, Xj , i = 1,2,3 refers to the design matrix of the i -th channel and (X\,~,(X3 refer to

the estimated i -th channel AR parameters. Equation (3.6) clearly shows that each dependent variable,

YI' Y2, and Y3 is a linear function of the interleaved data from each of the data channels. Also note that

if P is the order of the MCAR model then Pk =dXp + (k - 1), k =1,2,3 where k is the channel

number and Pk is the scalar AR model order in the k -th channel.

With the problem cast into an ordinary regression model in the familiar linear model form, we

exploit a modified S language (Becker et al. 1988) function "leaps" and the Cp subset selection algo

rithm to achieve subset selection using the AlCc (Hurvich and Tsai 1989), criterion. The AlCc is a

small sample modification of the Akaike AlC, (Akaike 1974). The Cp criterion is due to Mallows

(1973) and the S language subset selection algorithm, "leaps" is due to Furnival (1954). (We also note

that it is only a nominal exercise to implement an alternative nonparametric model selection criterion

such as PRESS, Allen 1974, in the S environment without resorting to the leaps algorithm and without

invoking the assumption of the normality of the {e(n)} process.)

The subset selection on the individual orthogonal innovations channels yields an instantaneous

model which is then transformed into the conventional MCAR form. The MCAR is used to evaluate

the tracking performance of the full and subset selection models. Mean square error tracking perfor-

mance may be used as a heuristic to compare the relative performance of the instantaneous response-

orthogonal innovations subset selection model and the Yule-Walker models.
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3.3 SOME MODELING EXAMPLES

Here we compare the attempts at achieving parsimonious time series modeling in the d = 3 chan

nel nonstationary mean time series modeling by Tiao and Tsay (1986) and the bivariate stationary time

series modeling by Hsiao (1979) with our own approach. While our model is more parsimonious than

that by Hsiao, his data set is not a very satisfactory example. We show a more satisfactory d = 3 sta

tionary time series example of the modeling and tracking of bathymetry data.

3.3.1 Tbe Tiao and Tsay Nonstationary Mean Data Example

In this comparative study we illustrate the parsimonious property of our MCAR model instantane

ous response-orthogonal innovation subset selection procedure as an application to the d =3, n =100

flour price data considered by Tiao and Tsay (1985), (1989). The Tiao-Tsay series data is illustrated in

Figure 3.1. The nonstationarity of the mean is evident Respectively Tiao and Tsay (1985), (1989)

consider transformations of the original series, canonical correlation analyses, AR 2 and AR IMA I

models. The fitted AR 2 model was a full model with 18 AR parameters and 5 innovation variance

parameters. The principal objective of the 1989 paper is to achieve parsimonious modeling. The 1989

AR IMA I model conceptually can have as many as 18 AR-MA parameters and 6 innovation matrix

parameters. The Tiao-Tsay model fitted to the flour price data consists of 9 AR-MA parameters and 5

innovations variance parameters. In comparison with that latter model our AR2 instantaneous response

orthogonal innovation subset selection procedure model fitted 11 AR parameter, 2 parameters in the B 0

matrix, and 3 instantaneous variance matrix parameters. That is a total of 16 parameters or 2 parame

ters more than the Tiao-Tsay model. Of course we should take into account the fact that the Tiao-Tsay

model also requires computation, via a fairly complex analysis procedure, of a 3x3 transformation

matrix. Consequently, we feel that our own rather simple computational procedure is at least a reason

able parsimonious model contender if not superior to the Tiao-Tsay modeling of the flour price data.

The excellent tracking results achieved by our model of the Tiao-Tsay data is shown in Figure 3.2. For

completeness the Bi , i=O,1,2 parameter matrices fitted to the flour price data are
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[

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000] [0.0000 1.0902 0.0000]
B0 = 1.0393 0.0000 0.0000 , B 1 = -0.5466 0.5259 0.0000 ,

0.9832 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.8081 0.8956

[

1.1132 -1.4888 0.2326] [44.0000 00.0000 00.0000]
B 2 = -0.4569 0.4357 0.0000 . D = 00.0000 11.8192 00.0000 .

0.0000 -0.0865 0.0000 00.0000 00.0000 12.1898

As a result of the non-negligible feed through terms B 120 and B 130 the innovations variance in the first

channel, D [1,1], is considerably larger than in channels 2 and 3, D [2,2],0 [3,3].
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Figure 3.1: Flour Price Time Series Data
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Figure 3.2: Flour Price Data Tracking
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3.3.2 The Hsiao Second Order Stationary Time Series Model

Here we compare results of our one channel at-a-time subset selection approach with the MCAR

stationary time series modeling in Hsiao(l979). Hsiao's model for Canadian post war money (MI) and

income (GNP) series is in the form:

(3.7)

Mjj

where 'l'ij (L) = 1:'I'ijl L I, L is a lag operator, LYt = Yt-lo and u, v are zero mean white noise with
1=1

COV(U ,v)s,t =Ot,sn and a and b are constants (mean values).

To determine the orders m11, m12, m2lo and m22, the Hsiao procedure is as follows:

First consider modeling the GNP series.

1) Determine the order of GNP series as a scalar autoregressive process using Akaike's FPE criterion.

Assume that order is p and refer to this as the FPE(P,O) model.

2) With the order of GNP fixed at p, add components of '1'12, (the M I process) to the p components of

the GNP series, one-component at-a-time and use the FPE to determine q the FPE best number of M 1

components to be added. This yields a FPE(p ,q) component model.

3) Now "reverse" the process and fixing the order of the M 1 components at q, starting at zero com-

ponents, add components of 'I'll, the GNP series, one lag component at-a-time and using the FPE, deter-

mine FPE best FPE(p',q) model.

4) Finally, using the FPE criterion select the FPE best of the FPE(p',q) and FPE(P,O) models.

Repeat the process for the Ml series.

Using the procedure specified above, Hsiao identified the model orders m", m 12, m21 and m22

to be 6, 8,4 and 9, respectively. The resulting total number of AR parameters estimated is 27. In addi-

tion, 3 parameters were estimated to obtain the innovation variance matrix.

In our approach, because the use of an instantaneous response model, the choice of which series

is modeled first is significant. We chose the Miseries first and allow that series to have an instantane-
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ous effect on GNP. Here we use a notation that is similar to that of Hsiao's and the model is

[
(1- L i /og (M l )1=['I'~lI(L) 'I'~12(L)1 [(1-L)2/0g(Ml)1+ ral + [ul (3.8)

(I-L)2/og(GNP)J 'I'~21(L) 'I'~22(L)J (I-Li/og(GNP)J Lbj vj'

M21
where 'l'21(L) = 1:'I'2I1L1. and everything else remains the same as defined in Hsiao's model.

1=0

Computational experiments suggested that the maximum value of 10 for mil. m12. m21 and m22

was sufficient. This maximum value is also compatible with Hsiao's model. We then apply our pro-

cedure and we found that only 4 of the 10 '1'11's , only 4 of the 10 '1'1{s, 6 of the 11 'l'2{s , and 7 of the

10 'l'2{S were nonzero values. That is. a total of 21 AR parameters were estimated using our approach

as compared to 27 AR parameters using Hsiao's approach. Also only 2 additional parameters are

required to identify the innovations variance matrix in our model.

We do not consider the MI. GNP series to be a very good example of AR model fitting.

Nevertheless. the mean square errors for the Ml and GNP series respectively for Hsiao's model are

0.000181 and 0.000123. Correspondingly the means square errors for the Ml and GNP series for our

model are 0.000197 and 0.000110.

This kind of model fit or tracking performance result revealed in this example is typical of perfor-

mance that can be expected from our procedure in comparison with other procedures. The first channel

modeled generally will have a tracking performance comparable with that of other procedures. however

subsequent channels will be better fitted by our procedure in the sense of smaller means square error

than other procedures. Very likely this is a consequence of the "feedthrough" of the instantaneous

response.

3.3.3 Stationary Tirvariate Time Series Bathymetry Data

In this example we consider 3-channels of stationary time series bathymetry data. (bathymetric

data is a measure of the depth of the ocean). The data is a 3 channel subset of the 15 channel data in

Figure 18 in Goff and Jordan (1988). The tracking performance achieved by our method is compared

to that achieved by the more conventional Yule-Walker AlC MCAR modeling method. We used a
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reduced data set of length, N =60. The conventional MCAR model was fitted by Yule-Walker Alec

modeling method. An AR 2• d = 3 model was fitted to the data. The number of parameters estimated

in the conventional MCAR model is 24; dxdxp = 3x3x2 AR parameters and dX(d + 1)/2 = 3x(3+I)/2

innovations matrix paramenters. On the other hand, using our procedure only 8 AR parameters and 3

parameters of the matrix D. or a total of 11 parameters were required to fit the instantaneous response

orthogonal innovations model.

The tracking performance of both the Yule-Walker method of modeling and the one channel at

a-time subset procedure are shown in Figure 3.3. The one-channel at-a-time model was converted to a

conventional MCAR model. This permits the tracking for both procedures to be computed in the same

way.
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The mean square tracking errors for the Yule-Walker AlC model and our subset instantaneous

response-orthogonal innovations MCAR model are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Bathymetry Data Tracking Error Performance

MEAN SQUARED lRACKING ERRORS
Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3

Whittie-AIC 3140.527 3408.540 4265.773
Subset MCAR 2965.613 3300.645 3977.945

As is seen in Figure 3.3, and the numerical results in Table 3.1, the tracking performance of our

model is superior to that achieved by conventional MCAR modeling.
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Figure 3.3: Bathymetry Data Tracking
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3.4 THE NEWTON MODEL OF THE BOX·JENKINS SERIES J DATA

The Box-Jenkins Series J data (Box-Jenkins 1970, p. 532-533) is a bivariate time series data

record of the inputand output of a real physical gas furnace plant That data has been used in numerous

studies. A stationary autoregressive model of order 4 of that data is in Newton (1988), p. 342. We use

that model in several examples. In one, a detailed example of the workings of the instantaneous

response-orthogonal innovations model and subset selection is shown for an n = 300 simulated data set

from the Newton model. In that context we compare the tracking of that data by both the Yule-Walker

AlC MCAR model and our parsimonious model. Separately, we also do a Monte Carlo simulation

study, based on data simulated from the Newton model, to compare one one-step ahead prediction per-

formance of the Yule-Walker AlC MCAR procedure and our procedure.

3.4.1 A Detailed Example of Parsimonious MCAR Modeling

The Newton bivariate autoregressive model of order4 is in the form

4

x(n) =D;x(n-i)+E(n), E[e(n)] =0, Cov[e(n),e(n')] =Van,n" (3.9)
;=1

The parameters of that model are

_ [ 0.35155 -0.07314]
V - -0.07314 0.97240

[
- 1.925889 0.001240 ] [ 1.201669 -0.004222]

A 1 = -0.050508 -1.299794 ' A 2 = 0.020493 0.327703 '

[
- 0.116929 0.008672] [-0.104232 -0.003270]

A 3 = 0.711791 0.257010 ' A4 = -0.195398 -0.133420 .

The equivalent instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations matrix representation may be com-

puted by simple algebraic manipulation as shown in Chapter 2. The instantaneous response AR matrix

coefficient Bois

[
1.0000 0.0000 ]

B 0 = 0.2081 1.0000

where b210=-V(l,2)1V(1,1). With Bm =BoAm,m = 1, ...,4 and D =BoVBb, the equivalent
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theoretical instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations model. 8; and D matrices are,

[
- 1.9259 0.0012] [ 1.2016 -0.0042] [-0.1169

8 1 = -0.4512 -1.2995 ' 8 2 = 0.2705 0.3268 ,83 = 0.6875

[
- 0.1042 -0.0033] [0.3516 0.0000]

8 4 = -0.2171 -0.1341 ' D = 0.0000 0.9572 .

0.0087]
0.2588 '

An n = 300 sample time series was simulated using Newton's model and the conventional

Whittle-AlC MCAR model was fitted to that data. The simulated data for this example are shown in

Figure 3.4.

Whittle's algorithm yields successively increasing order multivariate autoregressive models recur-

sively. The model order was selected using the Akaike's AlC. The AlC best model is the one with the

smallest AlC where the AlC computed for a multivariate AR model of order p with d channels of data

is

AIC(P) = N[dlog(27t) + loglV1+ 1] + 2(pd2 + d(~+I»

and V is the estimated innovations variance. In this example, a maximum order 12 MCAR model was

considered for the data. The values of the AlC computed for each MCAR order model fitted are shown

in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: MCAR Model Order Selection

AlC VALUES FOR EACH MODEL ORDER CONSIDERED

Order 1 2 3 4* 5 6

AlC 346.561 -134.782 -154.677 -165.190 -164.963 -157.589

Order 7 8 9 10 11 12
AlC -150.524 -145.820 -138.933 -135.038 -131.969 -124.723

The best AlC model selected for this example was AR4. With this model a total of 16 AR

parameters and 3 innovations variance parameters were fitted. The estimated AR matrix coefficients

and the innovations matrix are

A _ [0.41430 -0.18941]
V - -0.18941 1.32092
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A [-1.76670 -0.04970] A [1.02914 0.06975]
A 1 = -0.08796 -1.16936 ' A 2 = 0.17659 0.20347 '

A _ [-0.11175 -0.01232] A _ [-0.10972 -0.01870]
A 3 - 0.32766 0.32180 ' A 4 - 0.21605 -0.13952 .

The equivalent instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations representation for the estimates

derived as before by algebraic transformations yields for VD and Bm .m = 0, ... ,4

A [0.41430 0.00000] [1.00000 0.00000]
VD = 0.00000 1.23432 ' B 0 = 0.45718 1.00000 '

[
- 1.76670 -0.04970] [1.02914 0.06975]

B 1 = -0.89566 -1.19208 ' B 2 = 0.64709 0.23536 '

[
-0.11175 -0.01232] [-0.10972 -0.01870]

B 3 = 0.27657 0.31617 ,B4 = 0.16589 -0.14807 '

The data in Figure (3.4) was also modeled with the parsimonious MCAR modeling scheme.

Under the one channel at-a-time paradigm, the two channel time series data were modeled as instan-

taneous response MCAR. That modeling yields a set of two independent scalar AR time series which in

a linear regression model setting are suitable for subset selection and yields the subsetAR coefficients.

Akaike's AIC was used to determine the best subset The AR coefficients from the two scalar models

are combined to give the instantaneous MCAR model.

Correspondingly, the parameters of that reconstituted MCAR model are

A _ [ 0.32351 -0.08685]
V - -0.08685 0.88340

A [-1.87739 0.00000] A [1.28118 -0.00000]
Al = -0.007875 -1.20384 ' A 2 = 0.03960 0.22415 '

A [ -0.34029 0.00000] A [-0.00000 -0.00000]
A 3 = 0.63205 0.31630 ' A 4 = -0.00000 -0.13934 .

As anticipated, the diagonal terms in the estimated innovations variance in the reconstituted

MCAR model are smaller than the corresponding diagonal terms in the original Yule-Walker A1C

model fitted to the sample data. Also as might have been anticipated in the reconstituted MCAR model,

zeros replace the relatively small values in the original Yule-Walker A1C model fitted to the sample

data.
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Bivariate Simulation DataUsing Newton's AR(4) Model
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Figure 3.4: Bivariate Simulation Data Using Newton's AR(4) Model
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3.4.1.1 Subset Selection Documentation for the Example

The 2 scalar time series obtained from the instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations model

are:

PI PI

Yl(n) =L(XI(i)xI(n-i) + L~(i)x2(n-i) + cI(n)
i=1 ;=1

pz Pz

Y2(n) = ~loXI(n) + 1:(XI(i)XI(n-i) + L~(i)X2(n-i) + q(n).
i=1 ;=1

For the sample data set, PI =4 and P2 =4. Correspondingly, a total of 8 variates can be fitted to

the model for YI(n) and and 9 variates can be fitted to the model for Y2(n). We point out that for a

regression model with m independent variables there are 2m possible subsets. In our computations an

all-subset-search is conducted. The subset returned from the procedure for YI contains only 3 (three)

AR coefficients {(XI(l) , (XI (2) , (XI (3)). The AR model coefficients of the best subset for Y I were

respectively, {1.877386, -1.281184, 0.3402851}.

For Y2, the subset contains 8 variables with the instantaneous term (X2!O, and (XI (1) . .. (XI(3),

and ~(1) ... ~(4) included in the subset. Correspondingly, the AR model coefficients of the best

subset for Y2 were {-0.2684586, 0.5827482, -0.383548, -0.540701, 1.203842, -0.2241519, -0.3162988,

0.139338}.

The resulting parsimonious MCAR in the instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations MCAR

form is

A [0.35538 0.00000] [1.00000 0.00000] [1.87739 0.00000]
D = 0.00000 0.91810 ' 8 0 = -0.26846 1.00000 ' 8 I = 0.58275 1.20384 '

[
- 1.28118 0.00000] [0.34029 0.00000] [0.00000 0.00000]

8 2 = -0.38355 -0.22415 ' 8 3 = -0.54070 -0.31630 ' 8 4 = 0.00000 0.13934 .

Comparing the number of parameters fitted with the conventional MCAR model, a reduction of 3

(three) AR parameters in the model was realized. An important point to note is that that the diagonal

elements of the estimate 15 for the subset model are, respectively smaller than their counter parts in VD •

The mean squared tracking errors are computed for both models and the results are tabulated in

Table 3.3. Respectively for channel 1 and 2, the tracking errors are smaller with the parsimonious
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Whittie-AIC
Subset MCAR

Whittle-AIC
Subset MCAR

MCAR.

Table 3.3: Simulation ExampleTrackingError Performance

MEAN SQUARED TRACKING ERRORS
Channel 1 Channel 2
0.32765 0.90120
0.32351 0.88340

3.4.2 A Monte Carlo Prediction Study

An anticipated property of the parsimonious MCAR is that it will have a smaller one-step-ahead

prediction error variance than the conventional Yule-walker AlC method of MCAR modeling. In order

to verify that property we conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study. 100 different simulations of 300

data points each were done from the Newton model. For each simulation trial the 300th data point is

predicted using the two models, the conventional and the parsimonious MCAR models. The difference

between the predicted value and the theoretical value is recorded, and the variances of the differences

are computed as an estimate of the one-step ahead prediction error variance. Typically the conventional

MCAR model fits of the simulated AR4 data have an order of 4 with 16 AR model parameters and 3

innovations variance parameters. Typically, the parsimonious MCAR subset selection model required

only 12 parameters to be fitted to the data. The prediction variance of the subset selection method was

approximately 70% and 89% respectively of that achieved by the Yule-Walker solution method for

channels one and two. The one step-ahead prediction variances for the Yule-Walker AIC MCAR

method and the subset selection method are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Prediction Error Variance Performance

PREDICTION VARIANCES
Channel 1 Channel 2
0.41777 1.28508
0.29445 1.15461
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CHAPTER 4

SPMCAR MODELING FOR SPECTRUM ESTIMATION

In this chapter the one channel at-a-time paradigm is exploited in conjunction with the smooth-

ness priors modeling of scalar autoregressive time series for the pwposes of achieving multivariate

autoregressive spectrum estimation for stationary covariance time series.

The use of multivariate autoregressive models for spectrum estimation is mentioned in Jenkins

and Watts (1968). Early uses of multivariate autoregressive models for spectrum estimation appear in

Gersch (1970), Gersch and Goddard (1970), (applied to the analysis of electroencephalograms), Akaike

(1972), (in a control theory application), and Jones (1974), (also in electroencephalogram analysis). The

analysis of the statistical properties of multivariate spectrum estimation has primarily been concentrated

on Fourier analysis methods, (BriUnger 1975, Koopmans 1974). Those methods lead more naturally to

sharp analytic results. Gersch (1978) is an early treatment of the statistical performance of the autore-

gressive model method for multidimensional spectral analysis. Contemporary treatment in engineering

texts, Kay (1988) and Marple (1988) for example, confine their discussion only to the simplest, of

d =2, autoregressive model of order 1, examples in the use of autoregressive models for spectral

analysis.

Our emphasis here is on examining the conjecture that the one channel at a-time smoothness pri-

ors modeling approach might yield superior power spectrum estimation than the more conventional

approach in which the autoregressive modeling is achieved via the solution of the multivariate version

of the Yule-Walker equations.

4.1 BACKGROUND

Given N observations of a d-dimensional zero-mean stationary time series {x(t), 1=1, ... ,N},

the power spectral density matrix may be estimated by fitting a MCAR model to the observed data. The

MCAR model is

p

:EA;x(n-i) =e(II), E [e(II)] =0, COV[e(II),e(II')] =VSn,n"
;=0
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In (4.1), the dxd matrix V is referred to as the innovations matrix and Ao= I the d xd identity matrix.

The model order P along with the unknown matrix parameters V, AI, ... , Ap are estimated from

the data. Akaike's AlC may be used to determine the model order P. As discussed in Chapter 2, the

AR matrix coefficients are obtained by solving the Yule-Walker equations. The power spectral density

matrix Sif) of the stationary time series {X(t), t=l, ... ,N} is given by

(4.2)

p

In (4.2), A if), the system "whitening filter" is A if) = 1:Ak exp(-2i1tfk) , A •(f) is the complex con
k=O

jugate of A if) and the normalized frequency domain over which the spectrum is computed is

-112 s f s 112.

A justification for attempting to achieve spectrum estimation by means other than a direct appli-

cation of (4.2) to the fitted MCAR model in (4.1) can be appreciated from the following argument:

First, from the Bayesian point of view, the spectral density computed from the fitted parametric model

cannot possibly be optimum. A Bayesian estimate of power spectral density would require that the

spectral density of parametric models of different model orders be weighted in accordance with the

likelihood and the prior of the model order of different models. Secondly, for short data spans, the

small sample variability of whatever statistic used for determining the best order of the parametric

model fitted to the data makes parametric model fitting statistically unreliable. Thus we are motivated

in the problem of multivariate spectral estimation to attempt to exploit the quasi-Bayesian smoothness

priors method that worked very well in the spectrum estimation of scalar autoregressive time series

(Kitagawa and Gersch 1985b).

4.2 THE APPROACH

Our solution to the estimation of the power spectrum density using MCAR model is realized by

extending the smoothness priors long AR modeling method for scalar time series to the multichannel

case. Such an extension is made possible by exploiting the one channel at-a-time paradigm. As in

Chapters 2 and 3, the data from the individual channels is interlaced to permit an instantaneous

response-orthogonal innovations representation of the multichannel AR model. In that way the data can
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be modeled by a collection of scalar AR models to which the frequency domain smoothness priors can

be applied. The concept of smoothness priors-Bayesian modeling of scalar time series was reviewed in

Chapter 2. Kitagawa and Gersch (1985b) demonstrated a smoothness priors computational procedure

for the fitting of long AR models to stationary time series data for the purposes of spectrum estimation.

There the smoothness priors long AR modeling method was compared to the minimum AIC-AR model

ing for scalar time series power spectrum estimation. It showed superior results in application to real

physical data and to simulations. In the simulations, two cases were examined. In one the simulation

model was in the AR model class. In the other the simulation model was an ARMA model. The

ARMA model corresponds to an infinite order AR model. Thus, in this case, the AR model was only

an approximation to the modeling class.

In attempting to achieve enhanced power spectrum estimation in the multivariate stationary time

series case, the one channel at-a-time and smoothness priors paradigms, are combined into an SPMCAR

(smoothness priors multichannel autoregressive modeling) model. As in Kitagawa and Gersch (l985b),

we fit a long AR order JI!0{1el with smoothness priors constraints on the AR model coefficients to each

of the d scalar AR time series. The individual scalar AR models are then combined to yield the

SPMCAR model which in tum yields the estimation of the power spectral denshy ••I..trix of a sw~':.!!?'Y

d -channel time series. In each autoregressive time series channel, the priors on the AR parameters are

the integrated squared kth derivative with respect to frequency of the departure from model smoothness.

The estimation of the autoregressive model parameters and an additional small number of hyperparame

ters is required. The maximization of the likelihood of the hyperpararneters is the critical computation.

4.3 THE METHOD

The smoothness priors multichannel autoregressive modeling for the estimation of stationary mul

tichannel time series power spectrum density is shown in this section. Much of the background

development have been given in Chapter 2. Given observations from a d -channel stationary covariance

time series, the instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations MCAR model (4.1) is fitted to the data.

Let {X(II)} be the set of observations from the d -channel stationary time series where

X(II) = (X,(II) ,xz(n) , ,Xd(II»'. Then for example, the instantaneous response-orthogonal
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innovations MCAR model for d =3 time series X(n) is

(4.3)
[

Y(I+3(t-2»]
y(2+3(t-2»

y(3+3(1-2»

+

[
I 0 OJ [Y(l+3(1-1»]

<X2(1) lOy(2+3(t-l» +

lX3(2) <X3(1) I y(3+3(1-1» [

lX)(3) lX)(2) (XI(l)]

~(4) lX2(3) <X2(2)

lX3(5) lX3(4) (X3(3)

[

e(I+3(t-l»]
= e(2+3(t-l»

e(3+3(t-l»

In (4.3), the d = 3 multivariate time series, {Y(n)} is a rearrangement of the original d =3 time series,

{X(n)} according to the formula, y(k + d (n-l» =xdn) , k =1, ... , d (Pagano 1978).

Each of the d scalar time series y (k + d (n-l» is modeled individually as a scalar autoregres-

sion in the form .

Pk

y(k +d(n-l»= 1:lXmy (k +d (n-l)-m)+e(n).
m=)

(4.4)

4.4 EXAMPLES

Results of Monte Carlo simulation studies of power spectrum estimation performance are shown

in this section. The studies were designed to explore whether or not the performance of our SPMCAR

modeling method was superior to the more conventional AIC-MCAR modeling method for power spec-

trum estimation for multichannel stationary time series. The experiments are conducted using the two

theoretical models, AR (2) and ARMA (2,1), from which simulation data will be generated with different

data length of N = 100 and N =200. Using the AR and ARMA theoretical models the SPMCAR

model performance was examined under two different modeling conditions. When fitting MCAR

models to data generated from the AR (2) model, the fitted MCAR and SPMCAR models are in the

same model class of the true model. Modeling simulated data from ARMA (2,1), the fitted MCAR and

SPMCAR models are in a different model class and are only approximations to the data generating

model.

The theoretical AR2MA 1 considered was the bivariate time series model

2 )
I:Amx(n-m)= I:Bme(n-m), £ [e(n)] =0, COV[e(n),E(n')]=Von,n' (4.5)

m=O m=O
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with parameters A 0 =I, B 0 =I and

[
0.130 0.130] [ 0.850 0.085] [ 0.600 -0.300] [ 1.000 0.500]

A 1 = -0.130 -1.130 ' A 2 = -0.085 0.850 ' B I = -0.300 0.600 ' V = 0.500 1.250 .

The AR 2 model considered was a variation of the model in (4.5) with the moving average parameter B I

identically zero. The AR coefficient matrices are given below,

[
0.130 0.330] [ 0.550 0.085]

A I = -0.430 -1.030 ' A 2 = -0.185 0.650 .

The innovations variance matrix V for the AR 2 is the same as in (4.5) for the AR1\.1.1 (2,1) model.

The simulated data from the AR and ARMA models are fitted by two different modeling

methods, the Whittle-AIC MCAR method and the smoothness priors multichannel AR, (SPMCAR)

modeling method. The resultant estimated multichannel autoregressive models were used to compute

the estimated power spectrum density. A sum of the relative squares of the difference between the

estimated model function and the true model function was computed as a goodness of fit criterion.

Results were computed for the four functions, power spectral density in channels one and two, coher-

ence squared and transfer function as functions of frequency.

For completeness a detailed worked SPMCAR example is shown for the case in which the data

was simulated from the ARMA (2,1) model.

4.4.1 A Detailed Worked Example

For this example, N = 200 data points were generated using the bivariate ARMA (2,1) theoretical

model. That data is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The conventional Yule-Walker AlC MCAR model was

fitted to the simulated data. In this example, a maximum order 10 MCAR model was considered for

the data. The values of the AlC computed for each MCAR order model fitted are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: MCAR Model Order Selection

MODEL ORDER SELECTION

Order 1 2 3 4

AlC 1386.635 1042.949 971.205 951.686

5

947.401

Order
AlC

6'
941.209

7
940.880
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Bivariate ARMA(2,1) Simulation Data

II)...

o...

o

'9-1-..----------r------,---------r------......
o 50 100 150 200

Figure 4.1: Bivariate ARMA(2, 1) Simulation Data
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The AlC best model selected for this data was AR9' The AR coefficient matrices and innovations

matrix for the AlC best model are

A [-0.42739 -0.00918]
Al = -0.46985 -0.47093 '

A _ [ 0.45101 0.01553]
A 4 - -0.51996 0.43092 '

A _ [0.09319 -0.05220]
A7 - 0.18248 0.09573 '

A _ [0.75767 0.43059]
V - 0.43059 1.17855 '

A _ [ 0.94103 -0.12186]
A 2 - -0.75692 0.48918 '

A [-0.37082 -0.00907]
As = -0.14085 0.09078 '

A _ [ 0.07531 -0.01302]
A 8 - -0.08786 -0.01498 '

A [-0.74757 0.20585]
A 3 = -0.13036 0.39469 '

A _ [0.14038 0.07625]
A 6 - -0.44093 0.26263 '

A _ [0.15887 -0.01493]
A 9 - 0.25918 0.12210 '

We also used the SPMCAR modeling method to model this data. In that method the data is

interpreted as an instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations matrix MCAR model. The resulting

two scalar time series are modeled individually by the smoothness priors long AR method. For an

order M MCAR model the resulting scalar AR model orders are respectively, PI = M and P2 = M+1.

Two different SPMCAR models, with AR order M = 10 and order M = 13, and frequency domain

smoothness priors consttaints on the AR parameters were fitted to the data. The orders of the

difference constraints considered are k = 1, ... , 7. As was described in Chapter 2, for each k , the

hyperparameters v2 and ')..,2 are searched over a discrete parameter space to minimize the log-likelihood

of the hyperparameters in a least squares computation. Actually we compute -2 log-likelihood by the

formula

where the quantities D and X respectively refer to the matrix of constraints and the design matrix in the

smoothness priors long AR modeling. The results for the two scalar time series are tabulated below in

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2: SPMCAR Order 10: Hyperparameters and log-likelihoods

Hyperparameters and likelihoods for channel 1

k v A. -2Iog-likelihood

1 1.69955 0.84977 527.22989
2 l,(i9955 0.10622 520.16009
3:~ 1.69955 000664 518.45444
4 3.39910 0.00005 5j2.81718
5 3.39910 0.00000 537.58772
6 3.39910 0.00000 537.84689
7 3.39910 0.00000 537.85288

Hyperparameters and likelihoods for channel 2

1 1.77547 0.44387 555.25417
2 1.77547 0.05548 548.98809
3* 1.77547 0.00347 547.36331
4 1.77547 0.00005 555.13799
5 1.77547 0.00000 567.40852
6 1.77547 0.00000 569.05522
7 1.77547 0.00000 569.10563

Table 4.3: SPMCAR Order 13: Hyperparameters and log-likelihoods

Hyperparameters and likelihoods for channel 1

k v A. -2Iog-likelihood

1 0.00000 0.81356 510.20666
2 1.62711 0.10169 501.07728
3* 1.62711 0.00635 499.11307
4 3.25422 0.00004 514.32195
5 3.25422 0.00000 525.16529
6 4.88133 0.00000 527.95V41
7 4.88133 0.00000 528.01544

Hyperparameters and likelihoods for channel 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1.72213
1.72213
1.72213
1.72213
1.72213
3.44425
5.16638

0.43053
0.05382
0.00673
0.00005
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

531.26104
521.80137
520.04506
530.99815
553.01845
554.44225
562.04388

The two orthogonal smoothness priors long AR models are combined into the conventional

f\.lCAR form by the algebraic manipulations described in Chapter 2. The resulting AR matrices and the

innovations matrix computed for the SPMCAR order 10 model are,
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~ _ [1.19884 0.50481] ~ _ [-0.'lA777 -0.1316]
V - 0.50481 1.31951 ' A I - -0.4158 -0.64669 '

A _ [0.77718 0.11137] A _ [-0.40183 0.08403] A _ [0.07921 0.01221]
A2 - -0.56408 0.49594 ' A3 - 0.11742 0.30497 ' A4 - -0.09411 0.1'lA15 '

~ _ [-0.0554 0.09188] ~ _ [-0.00167 0.04146] A _ [0.01078 0.00419]
As - 0.02538 0.07793 ' A6 - 0.005 0.08316 ' A7 - 0.00722 0.0483 '

~ [0.00062 -0.00151] ~ [-0.00376 -0.00069] A [0.00049 -0.00012]
A 8 = 0.00840 0.00812 ' A 9 = 0.00459 0.01596 ' A 10 = -0.00066 0.00648 .

The resulting AR matrices and the innovations matrix computed for the SPMCAR order 13 model are,

A _ [1.21738 0.48592] A _ [-0.'lA068 -0.12288]
V - 0.48592 1.2946 ' A I - -0.40626 -0.62747 '

A _ [0.76392 0.09901] A _ [-0.39227 0.086471 A _ [0.08111 0.01145 ]
A 2 - -0.576520.4813 ,A3 - 0.13549 0.31147

J
' A 4 - -0.094470.12829'

~ [-0.05679 0.09283] ~ [-0.00087 0.04'lA9] A [0.00939 0.00335]
As = 0.02678 0.08269 ' A 6 = 0.00399 0.08718 ' A7 = 0.00359 0.05162 '

r ] [ ] [ ]
A 0.00075 -0.00267 A -0.00325 -0.0013 ~ 0.00014 O.OOO'lA

A 8 = lO.01113 0.00648 ' A 9 = 0.00613 0.01486 ' A 10 = -0.00264 0.008580 '

~ [-0.00018 0.00065] A [-0.00047 -0.00023] " r0.\}Qal7 -0.00071 i
A II = -0.00065 0.00002 ' A 12 = 0.00105 -0.00154 ' A 13 = L-0.00037 -0.0020'<; J ...

As expected, examination of the values in the AR coefficient matrices reveals that the effect of the pri-

ors is to produce successively higher order coefficient matrices with diminishing entries.

The power spectral density function S(f) is related to the AR coefficient matrices by

M
where A if) = 1:Akexp(-21tijk) is the whitening filter of the AR modeled time series. The power

k=O

spectral density of the two channel time series are estimated with the AR matrices obtained from the

following three different models of the sample data: The Yule-Walker-Ale, SPMCAR 10 and SPMCAR

13 models. The estimates of the power spectrum density for channel 1 and channel 2, coherence, and

the transfer function are shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, respectively. The first row of four plots in
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Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 are the estimates obtained using the conventional Yule-Walker-Ale MCAR

model. The solid line in each plot is the theoretical value and the dotted line is the corresponding

estimated value. The second row of four plots in the figures are the estimates obtained using the

SPMCAR models. The general appearance of the graphs are similar for the estimates obtained by the

SPMCAR and Yule-Walker-AlC models. However, the estimates obtained from the two SPMCAR

models, are almost identical in appearance.

The goodness of the estimates to the theoretical functions is measured with the sum of relative

N
squared errors between the true and the estimated value, ,L[(y(i)-j(i»/y(i}]2, where y(i) is the

;=)

theoretical value and j (i) is an estimate of y (i). Tile sum of relative squared errors are tabulated in

Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: PSD Estimation Performance

Sum of Relative Squared Errors

PSD CHN 1 PSDCHN2 Coherence Transfer Func

Yule-Walker 54.773 14.924 30.021 18.426
SPMCAR 10 29.293 9.204 15.910 9.069
SPMCAR 13 32.279 8.946 18.001 10.069
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PSDEstimation ofARMA(2,1) Datawith Whittle-AIC
andOrder 10SPMCAR Model

spectral denshy, channel I spectral denshy, channel 2 coherence versus frequency transfer function
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Figure 4.2: PSD Estimation With Order 10 SPMCAR Model
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PSDEstimation ofARMA(2.~ Datawith Whittle-AIC
and Order 13SP CAR Model

spectral denstty, channell spectral denstty, channel 2 coherence versus frequency transfer function
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Figure 4.3: PSD Estimation With Order 13 SPMCAR Model
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4.4.2 AR Model Simulation Results

In this simulation study the bivariate AR model of order 2 is used as the theoretical model from

which simulation data are generated. Data from 30 (thirty) simulations were computed with N = 100.

The results obtained using the bivariate AR2 simulation model are:

Table 4.5: AR 2 MCAR Model:
Comparative spectral function estimate performances;
Whittle-AlC MCAR and SPMCAR modeling.

Simulation Results: Relative MSE, 30 Trials
Whittle SP Order 3 SP Order 4

Channel 1 Mean 10.160 9.371 10.905
S.D. 6.062 5.091 5.636

Channel 2 Mean 12.087 9.736 11.881
S.D. 10.187 6.424 7.614

Coherence Mean 1130.324 672.272 836.100
S.D. 2452.186 818.449 1005.377

T.funct. Mean 77.574 63.809 72.950
S.D. 97.945 49.330 56.380

The results of our experiments suggest that the SPMCAR method of power spectrum estimation is

superior to the Whittle-AlC method in a mean square sense and that it is more stable in the sense that

the estimated function variances are smaller. Furthermore and quite important, the SPMCAR method is

relatively insensitive to SPMCAR model order and it can realize good model estimation results with

relatively short duration data sets.

Figure 4.4 shows, respectively the theoretical spectral densities, coherence and transfer function

(dark lines) and the empirical mean and plus and minus one standard deviation (dotted lines) for the

Whittle-AlC and SPMCAR modeled data. Th~ figure shows the results for the Whittle-AlC MCAR

model and the SPMCAR model order 3. The graphical results for SPMCAR model orders 3 and 4 were

visually indistinguishable.
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Average PSD Estimation for AR(2) Model, 30 Simulations
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4.4.3 ARMA Model Simulation Results

In this simulation study the bivariate AR 2MA 1 model is used as the theoretical model from which

simulation data are generated. Data from 30 (thirty) simulations was computed with N = 200. The

results obtained using the bivariate AR2MA I simulation model are:

Table 4.6: AR2MA I MCAR Model:
Comparative spectral function estimate performances:
Whittle-AlC MCAR and SPMCAR modeling.

Simulation Results: Relative MSE, 100 Trials
Whittle SP Order 10 SP Order 13

Channel 1 Mean 37.768 18.369 21.060
S.D. 5340.213 8.581 109.410

Channel 2 Mean 28.935 7.732 8.102
S.D. 2543.022 8.581 14.830

Coherence Mean 14.396 14.168 14.396
S.D. 74.773 39.074 43.410

T.funct. Mean 10.735 7.556 7.814
S.D. 85.775 9.613 10.310

Figure 4.5 shows. respectively the theoretical spectral densities. coherence and transfer function

(dark lines) and the empirical mean and plus and minus one standard deviation (dotted lines) for the

Whittie-AIC and SPMCAR modeled data. Figure 4.5 corresponding to the simulated .:1: ;,.M.':: i;~'>k'!

shows the results for SPMCAR model order 13. The graphical results for SPMCAR model orders 10

and 13 were visually indistinguishable.

The results of our experiments suggest that the SPMCAR method of power spectrum estimation is

superior to the Whittie-AIC method in a mean square sense and that it is more stable in the sense that

the estimated function variances are smaller. Furthermore and quite important. the SPMCAR method is

relatively insensitive to SPMCAR model order and it can realize good model estimation results with

relatively short duration data sets.
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Average PSDEstimation for ARMA(2,1) Model, 30 Simulations
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Figure 4.5: PSD Estimation for ARMA(2,1) Model
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CHAPTERS

SPMCTVAR MODELING

In this chapter the one channel at-a-time and smoothness priors paradigms are exploited to

achieve the modeling of multivariate nonstationary covariance time series using multivariate time vary-

ing autoregressive models. Modeling of multichannel nonstationary covariance time series is relevant to

many econometric, human electroencephalogram, oceanographic, meteorological and seismic data

analysis situations.

In sections 5.1 and 5.2 some additional historical and theoretical background materials are pro-

vided. The development is outlined in Section 5.3, and examples are shown in Section 5.4.

5.1 BACKGROUND

An earlier and in fact still used approach to the modeling of nonstationary covariance time series

is to segment the series into approximately stationary time series segments and to model each segment

as a stationary time series model. The problem with this approach is that it does not adequately capture

the local and global statistical properties of the time series. On the basis of success with previous use of

multivariate autoregressive models of stationary time series, Gersch and Kitagawa (1983) considered the

fitting of a multivariate time varying autoregressive model,

p

x(n) = :E An,mx(n-m) + e(n), E[e(n)] = 0, COV [e(n),e(n +k)] = V(n)Bn,n+k,
111=1

to nonstationary covariance economic data. That method was subsequently applied to the modeling of

nonstationary covariance human epileptic episode electroencephalograms, (Gersch 1985, 1987).

In the model above for a d channel N observation time series there are N xd observations and

dxdxPxN autoregressive model parameters and dX(d + l)xN /2 innovations matrix parameters. In

order to fit such a model with so many more parameters than observations it is necessary to efficiently

parametrize the time evolution of the parameters. The method used by Gersch and Kitagawa was to

characterize the evolution of each of the dxdxP autoregressive parameters in terms of a discrete

Laguerre polynomial in a least squarescomputational solution. The order of the multivariate AR model
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and the degree of the Laguerre polynomial were determined using Akaike's AIC statistic. That approach

appeared to be reasonable and the results obtained in the aforementioned papers also seemed to be

quite reasonable. On the other hand in that procedure, the Laguerre polynomial coefficients were deter

mined by global statistical considerations. Ultimately it became clear that it would be more desirable to

develop a multivariate time varying AR parameter modeling procedure that was more sensitive to local

time variations. The circular lattice filter for the fitting of multivariate stationary autoregressive time

series models to data using sample covariances, (Sakai 1982), was very suggestive of such a procedure.

In fact our smoothness priors multichannel time varying autoregressive, SPMCTVAR, modeling method

is an adaptation of Sakai's modeling procedure. Two innovative developments that permit our exten

sion of Sakai's method to the fitting of multichannel autoregressive time varying models to data are the

modeling on instantaneous data and the use of a stochastic regression (smoothness priors) modeling of

the partial autocorrelations, PARCORS, of individual scalar autoregressive time series. In our algorithm,

the dxdxP'XN autoregressive model parameters and dX(d + 1)'XN/2 innovations matrix parameters.

parameters are expressed implicitly in terms of only 2xd hyperparameters that are computed explicitly.

5.2 BACKGROUND: TOWARDS THE SPMCTVAR

Whittle (1963) was a singular development in the fitting of multichannel autoregressive (AR)

models to stationary time series data. In extending the Levinson algorithm for fitting AR models to

scalar stationary time series to the multichannel case, Whittle found it necessary to employ both for

ward and backward multichannel AR models. The latter was critical in the implementation of a mul

tichannel lattice-form algorithm, Wiggins and Robinson (1965). That realization and subsequent mul

tichannel realizations by Lee et al. (1981), Friedlander (1982), and Porat et al. (1982) involved matrix

computations. Scalar implementations of multichannel recursions, which required no matrix processing,

were realized by Sakai (1982), Lev-Ari (1983, 1987), Lev-Ari and Kailath (1984), and Ling and Proakis

(1984). Sakai's implementation transforms multichannel AR models into scalar AR models, (motivated

by Pagano 1978), by converting the multichannel Levinson algorithm into a scalar equivalent which

Sakai refers to as the "circular lattice filter". Lev-Ari's realization emphasizes the regularity or modu

larity of the architecture. His 1987 presentation is the most elegant of the multichannel lattice
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algorithm developments. (The structure of Lev-Ari's algorithm and Sakai's algorithm are equivalent.)

Sakai's algorithm is based on sample correlation function computations.

The Sakai and Lev-Ari multichannel lattices are in fact one channel at-a-time structures. How

ever Sakai only deals with stationary time series modeling and Lev-Ari concern was with a conceptual

theoretical structure, not with implementation. The development of our own SPMCTVAR algorithm

was directly influenced by Sakai's paper and his use of the Levinson algorithm type lattice structure..

The variations in our work are that our algorithm is computed on the instantaneous data whereas Sakai,

being concerned only with stationary time series computed with covariances. Another conceptual

difference is that we think of the partial correlation coefficients, (PARCORS) in a stochastic regression

model context. In fact, we exploit a random walk trend model in the regression equation for the PAR

CORSo Instantaneous PARCORS are computed for each channel which in turn yields an instantaneous

multichannel AR model. The use of a stochastic regression model for the PARCORS follows from the

concept of smoothness priors time series modeling. The smoothness priors specify a prior distribution

on the time series model parameters in the form of stochastic difference equation constraints. The esti

mate of the time series model parameters, in this case the estimate of the instantaneous PARCORS is

the mean of the posterior distribution of the PARCORS. Our algorithm for computing the instantaneous

PARCORS is a version of that in Kitagawa (1988), used in the scalar AR modeling of non-Gaussian

nonstationary covariance time series.

5.2.1 Instantaneous Spectral Density

Primarily the applications we are concerned with here, in the fitting of time varying autoregres

sive models to data. involves the estimation of an instantaneous power spectrum. That particular term

is due to Page (1952) in a pionering paper. Page's concept was that the instantaneous spectrum, roughly

speaking, is the difference between the power distributions of the process over the interval (O,t) and

over the interval (O,t + dt). An alternative concept introduced in Priestley (1965) and reviewed and

summarized in Priestley (1981), is that of the evolutionary spectrum. The evolutionary spectrum

represents the power distribution of the process within the interval (t.t + dt). That is, the evolutionary

spectrum corresponds roughly to what we would measure if the portion of time series lying between t
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and t + dt were passed through a wave analyzer. Priestley's estimation of the evolutionary spectrum is

done via an adaptation of windowed periodogram analysis. The analysis are only applicable to very

slowly varying spectra and are not of great interest today. Another approach to the estimation of an

instantaneous spectrum is the Wigner-WiIle spectrum, (introduced in Ville 1930,recent theoretical work

and references are in Flandrin and Martin 1989). At any particular time instant, that spectrum is

-defined as the Fourier transform of the covariance function over a small interval time interval around

that particular time instant. The Wigner-Ville spectrum does not have a meaningful physical interpreta

tion and may in fact take on negative values for certain processes. Our own approach is to define an

instantaneous spectrum operationally. That is, the power spectral density of a scalar process modeled

by an autoregressive model may be computed via a formula that involves the AR model. In a natural

way we extend that definition to the estimation of an instantaneous spectrum in terms of the time vary

ing autoregressive model. That approach, while not mathematically formal appears to yield meaningful

computational results. Examples were shown for the scalar case in Kitagawa and Gersch (l985b) in the

modeling of scalar nonstationary covariance time series and in Gersch and Kitagawa (1983) in the

modeling of multivariate nonstationary covariance time series. Our concept of instantaneous spectrum

is similar to the evolutionary spectrum concept used by Priestley.

The instantaneous power spectral density matrix is the distribution of energy in the time series as

a function of frequency at an instant in time. The instantaneous power spectral density matrix is a gen

eralization of the more familiar (time independent) power spectral density matrix that is used in the

analysis of stationary time series. The more conventional analysis of stationary time series by

parametric or Fourier transform methods, do not have the time-frequency resolution properties necessary

to capture the transitory characteristics of relatively rapidly changing nonstationary covariancedata.

Recall that the multivariate time varying autoregressive model of order M may be written as,

x (11) = A (l,n)x (11-1) + A (2,11 )x(n-2) + ...+ A (M ,11 )x(II-M) + e(II). The x(n) denotes the observa

tions of a d-vector time series at the time points n=I,2 ....• N. The

(A (m,n), m=1 •...• M, n=1 •...• N I denote the dxdxMxN coefficient matrices of the model, and

( e(n) n=1 •...• N I is a zero mean, uncorrelated in time, d-channel time series with instantaneous

symmetric d xd covariance matrix V (n). The instantaneous power spectral density matrix is computed
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from the fitted SPMCAR model by the formula, S(f , n) =A if n )-1 V (n )A • if ,nrT • where

M

A if, n) =J - I,A (m,n )exp[-21timf] is a dxd polynomial operator, the symbol * denotes the com-
m=1

plex conjugate and the instantaneous power spectral density matrix Sif, n) is a dxd matrix defined for

-1I2~f~1I2 and n=1 •...• N.

5.3 DEVELOPMENT

The multichannel time varying AR coefficient model for modeling the d -channel N duration data,

{x(1), .. ..x(N)}, is in the form

M

x(n) = I: An,mx(n-m) + £(n). (5.1)
m=1

In (5.1), the x(n)'s are d-dimensional vectors and the {e(n), n = 1 •...• N} is a zero-mean uncorre-

lated normally distributed d -dimensional vector sequence with instantaneous covariance matrix, V.

In the practical analysis of data, we are usually interested in the evolution with time of transfer

functions, coherences etc. between channels as a function of frequency. Such quantities can be readily

computed from the evolutionary power spectral density matrix. That is given by, (Gersch and Kitagawa

1983, Gersch 1985, Gersch 1988),

Sif ,n) = A if ,nrIV(n)A • if ,nrT .

In (5.2), the multichannel AR model instantaneous system function A if , n) is given by,

M
A if, n) =J - I: An,m exp[-21timf].

m=1

(5.2)

(5.3)

In order to simplify the presentation, much of the development is shown in terms of multichannel sta-

tionary AR time series. Correspondingly, the presentation follows substantially from Sakai (1982).

Nonstationarity is re-invoked in computing the instantaneous partial correlation coefficients.

5.2.1 The Pagano-Sakai Algoritbm

Consider the stationary multichannel AR time series model

M

x(n) = I: Amx(n-m) + w(n), n =1,...,N
m=1
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where {w (n ). n =I ..... N I is an zero-mean time uncorrelated d -vector sequence with covariance

matrix W.

The "trick" of doing multivariate AR things one channel at-a-time follows from Pagano (1978).

Interlace the d -channel time series x (r) into a scalar series y (t) using.

Xj(t) = yU + d(t-l)). j = I •.... d. Then, express the {y(t)} sequence into ad-vector AR model

according
Pk

to y(k + d(t-I» + ~ akU)y(k + d(t-l) - j) =~(k + d(t-I» k = I.....d.
j=l

with

~(k + d (t -I» - N (O,of) i.i.d, with Pk the order of the k -th channel AR model. An example of this

procedure of interlacing the data of original time series into a multivariate instantaneous response-

orthogonal innovations autoregressive model is shown in Chapter 2.

Consider the individual autoregressive channels. The key idea of the Levinson algorithm is next

invoked to obtain a recursive order updating algorithm in terms of a reflection coefficient parameteriza-

tion, (Morf et aI. 1978a,b). Toward that end, define the j -th order k -th channel forward and backward

prediction errors.

j

eU ,k + nd) = y(k + nd) + ~akU ,i)y(k + nd -i)
;=1

(5.5)

j
TIU,k + nd) = y (k + nd - j) + .~ Pk U.j + I - i)y (k + nd - i + I)

1=1

for k = I ..... d and integer n respectively in terms of the forward model {ex,. U.1)•.. .•ak U.j) I

parameters where k is the channel number and j is the AR model order and backward model parame-

Invoking the recursive order update relations yields

eU + 1,k + nd) = EU,k + nd) + akU+I.j+l>r1U,k-l+nd)

T1U+I,k+nd) = T1U ,k-I+nd) + Pk U+I.j+l)eU ,k+nd)

with

crful =E [E2U,k+nd)). 'tfUl =E [T12U,k+nd)].

The parameter update equations then become
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~kU+l,i) = ~k-IU ,i) + ~kU+l,j+l)(XkU ,j+l-i)

crkU+l) = crlU)[l- (XkU+l,j+l)~kU+l,j+l)]

tkU+l) = tl-IU)[l - (XkU+l,j+l)~kU+l,j+l)]

crl(O) =E [e(O,k+ndf, tl(O) =E [l1(O,k+ndf,

with the following constraint

o~ (XkU+l,j+l)~kU+l,j+l) <1.

In Sakai's algorithm, the zero-th order innovations variances, crf(O) and tf(O) are specified by

zero-lag covariances of corresponding k -th channel data variances. Also the order updated partial

correlation coefficients are computed as linear combinations of sample channel laggedcovariances. Our

algorithm works on the instantaneous data.

5.2.2 Instantaneous PARCORS

In our algorithm, the k th channel zero-th order forward and backward innovations are

e(O,k + nd) =y(k + nd), Tl(O,k + nd) =y(k + nd). (5.9)

From (5.6), imposing the nonstationarity of the PARCORS, the relations between the order update inno-

vationsand the instantaneous PARCORS are given by

eU + l,k + nd) = eU,k + nd) + (Xn,k U+l,j+l)TlU ,k-l+nd)

l1U+l,k+nd) = l1U,k-l+nd) + ~n,k U+l,j+l)e(j ,k+nd)

V~n,k = un,k un,k- N(O,tf)

The instantaneous updated forward and backward model parameters become,

(5.10)

(5.11)

Pn,kU+l,i) = ~n,k-IU,i) + ~n,kU+l,j+l)(Xn,kU,j+l-i)

The order updated instantaneous PARCORS, (Xn,kU+l,j+l), ~n,kU+l,j+l) in (5.10) are scalar regres-

sion coefficients and the updated forward and backward innovations are the residuals of the regressions.

The key innovation in (5.10) is the stochastic difference equation representation for the order updated

instantaneous PARCORS.
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To elaborate on this point, consider the stochastic time-varying linear regression model:

Yn = !/lIen + 'TIn. n = I, ...,N (5.12)

where Yn' 'TIn' !/In' and en are respectively, the observation and the (unobserved) observation noise, a

d -dimensional stochastic regression vector and an unknown time-varying parameter. For example, con-

sider the parameter variation at time n to be governed by the stochastic difference equation,

(5.13)

where Ven =en - en-I> v2e =V(Ve) etc. and {'TIn} and {Un } are normally distributed uncorrelated

sequences with variances 0
2 and 't2 respectively. For example, if!/ln = 1 and Vken =Un' (i.e. !/In and

en are scalars), then {Yn' n = 1,...,N} is a nonstationary mean time series. Let a general model be

p

Y« = 1:!/li.nei,n + Tln' n = 1" ..,N
i=1

and Vkei,n = Ui,n' with the <Pi.n = 1. Then

Yn = el,n + e2,n + ... ep,n + 'TIn' is a nonstationary mean time series-variance component model that

has proven to be useful for econometric time series modeling, (Gersch and Kitagawa 1983, Kitagawa

M .
and Gersch 1984). Alternatively, the model Yn =1:ej.nYn-i + Tln' with Vkei,n =ui.n' (i.e, the time

i=1

varying AR coefficient model, with stochastically varying AR coefficients), is useful for modeling scalar

nonstationary covariance time series. Note that in both the variance component and time varying AR

coefficient model, the number of parameters exceeds the number of data. The key idea in fitting such

models is to express the parameters implicitly in a prior distribution as functions of a hyperparameter.

Only the likelihood for the hyperparameter needs to be computed explicitly.

Returning to (5.12) and (5.13), in the model Yn = an + 'TIn' Van = Un' 'TIn -N(O,02),

u; - N (O,'t2) , the normal distribution for the {en} sequence is the prior and 't2 is the hyperparameter

of the prior distribution. The Kalman filter algorithm-likelihood computations for the hyperparameter 't2

and the implicit estimation of the time-varying parameter sequence {en, n = I,...,N} are shown in

Chapter 2. Kitagawa (1988) shows a variation of the time-varying stochastic linear regression model

for the computation of PARCORS for a scalar time varying AR coefficient model. A related approach

is adapted for the algorithm shown here.
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In (5.10), the innovations variances 1:[- and 1:i are hyperparameters of a smoothness priors

regression-trend model for the forward and backward PARCORS. In our algorithm, they are computed

via a maximized likelihood of the Bayesian-smoothness priors model. We compute the sum of squares

of forward prediction errors of each channel, one channel at-a-time, for each model order for use with

the AlCc statistic in order to determine the AICc best order PARCOR model. Following that model

order selection, the instantaneous multichannel AR model parameters are computed from the instantane-

ous PARCORS.

5.4 EXAMPLES

In this section the SPMCTVAR modeling of d =2 and d =3 simulated nonstationary covariance

time series and the SPMCAR modeling of real physical d = 2 and d = 3 data are shown. The simula-

tions are from nonstationary time varying autoregressive models. The examples demonstrate that our

SPMCTVAR modeling procedure does capture both the local and the global statistical properties of

known multichannel nonstationary covariance time series. The application of the SPMCTVAR model-

ing to an analysis of a human EEG for an epileptic episode is also shown.

5.4.1 SPMCTVAR d = 2 Examples

In this section we consider the modeling of a bivariate nonstationary covariance time series with

SPMCAR models. First we show some details in the fitting of a simulated bivariate quasi-periodic time

varying AR model. Secondly we show the application of the SPMCTVAR algorithm to the modeling

of a real physical data example.

5.4.1.1 Fitting the SPMCTVAR Model to Simulated Bivariate Data

We choose a time varying d = 2, AR 2 quasi-periodic time series model,

[
1.73 - 1.05*sin (1t*n /200) 0.2 ]

x (11) + 0.2 -1.55 + 1.25*sin (1t*n /200) x (n - 1)
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[
0.85 0.2]

+ 0.2 0.85 x (11 - 2) =~(11),

n = 200 data points were simulated using this model with e(n), n = 1 ,... 200 independent normal

d = 2 vectors with identity covariance matrix. The simulated time series is shown in Figure 5.1. Also

shown in Figure 5.1 are the evolution of the theoretical and fitted instantaneous power spectral density

in each channel, and the coherence between the channels for every 10 th data point.

Following the development in Section 5.3, the simulation model corresponds to AR orders 4 and

5 for channels one and two respectively. First, the two channel time series data are interlaced using

Y(k+2(n -1» =xk(n), where x(n) = (xI(n) , x2(n»' is the original bivariate time series. Next the indi-

vidual scalar time series are modeled in a Levinson-type lattice structure model in which the PARCORS

are modeled with a smoothness priors estimation procedure. The stochastic regressions of the forward

and backward instantaneous PARCORS are realized using state-space modeling and a Kalman filter

algorithm. (State-space modeling was reviewed in Chapter 2.) The generic state-space model is

Xn = FnXn-1 + On Wn

Yn =Hnxn + en .

In the specific case of modeling the forward instantaneous PARCORS, F n =1, On = 1, Xn = CXn,l:>

H; =llU ,k-l+lld), and Yn = eU ,k+nd). Within the Kalman filter algorithm it is assumed that

Wn - N (0,'tI2) and en- N (0,1). (This is a convenient normalization. The actual variance of the {e(n) I

is a byproduct of the computation.) For the backward instantaneous PARCORS the state space model

becomes, Fn = 1, G; = 1, Xn = Pn,k, H; = eU ,k+nd), and Yn =llU ,k+nd). We assume in this case

that W n- N(O,'tl) and en - N(O,I). The unknown parameters 'tIl and 'tl are hyperparameters. They

are estimated in conjunction with an optimization routine that maximizes the log-likelihood of the

model that is external to the Kalman filter. For optimization we use a Davidon-Fletcher-Powell varia-

tion of a quasi-Newton method, (Davidon 1959, Fletcher and Powell 1963, Fletcher 1981). The topic of

optimization in statistical computations in nicely treated in Thisted (1988). The hyperparameters 't12
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and 'Cl are expressed implicitly in the model. From Chapter 2, the likelihood of the state-space model

that is maximized is

1 [ N N -1 2j1 = - 2" N log21t + Llogvn + L 2(Yn - HnxnIn-I) .
n=1 n=1 Vn

In our example, the maximum order considered for each of the two scalarAR regressions was 7.

Correspondingly the optimal values of the hyperparameters 't1 2 and 'Cl for the forward and backward

PARCORS, for each channel, and for each model order are listedin table below.

Table 5.1: Optimal hyperparameters

Optimal 'C1
2 and 'Cl

Order Channel Forward Backward

1 1 8.854xlO-o7 3.836xW-13

2 2.875x10-11 1.965xW-17

2 1 3.793xW-04 2.242x10-03
2 4.671xlO-04 4.270xW...()4

3 1 1.996x10-12 8.408xW-ll

2 4.465x10-14 1.395xW-12

4 1 2.522xlO-o4 6.275xW-09

2 2.004xl0-14 4.306x10-26

5 1 2.387x10-oS 1.883xW-ll

2 3.077xl0-16 3.744xW-12

6 1 7.101xlO-1I 2.373xW-16

2 3.646x10-04 3.524xW...()4
7 1 3.074xlO-oS 4.959xW-oS

2 8.522xW-oS 1.827xW...()4

The instantaneous PARCORS and forward and backward prediction errors an./n ~n./n eU,k +211)

and TlU ,k+2n) were then computed using the optimal values of'C1
2 and 'Cl as identified in Table 5.1.

In order to determine the Alec best order PARCOR model we compute the sum of squares of forward

prediction errors eU ,k+2n) for k=I,2, that is, of each channel, one channel at-a-time, for each model

order. The results are tabulated in Table 5.2 and the minimum values of Alec are indicated with n*n

characters.
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Table 5.2: SPMCTVAR Order Selection Using sic,

Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

sic, for d = 2 TVAR model

~12 Ate, ~l
5.524 526.931 6.142
2.856 401.646 4.374
2.825 401.655 3.561
0.972 197.876* 1.105
0.966 198.806 1.104
0.966 200.959 1.076
0.953 200.588 1.068

AICc
547.397
483.920
446.354
222.674
224.621
221.793*
222.555

The AIC best model fitted for channel 1 is AR4 and for channel 2 it is AR 6.

The individual scalar time varying AR models are then combined into a time varying multivariate

AR model. In order to illustrate some details, we show the theoretical and estimated AR matrix

coefficients at a particular instant in time, n = 20. The theoretical AR matrix coefficients computed

from the quasi-periodic simulation model, at time n=20 are

[
-1.40865 0.20000] [0.85000 0.20000]

A (20,1) = 0.20000 1.16008 ' A (20,2) = 0.20000 0.85000 .

The estimated AR matrix coefficients at time n=20 are

A [-1.43377 0.25406] A [0.92745 0.36521] A [0.00000 0.00000]
A (20.1) = 0.01668 1.25591 ' A (20,2) = 0.31784 0.96614 ' A (20,3) = 0.00000 0.08686 .

That is, the simulation model was a d =2, AR 2 model. The fitted model was a d =2, AR 3 model.

Having computed the fitted time varying multivariate AR model we can use that model to esti-

mate the instantaneous power spectral densities. They are estimated with the formula

s if ,11) =A if ,nrlV(n)A • if ,n)-T ,

where

p

A if, n) = I - 1: An,mexp[-21timf].
m=1

Figure 5.2 illustrates the evolution of the fitted instantaneous power spectral density in each chan-

nel, and the coherence between the channels for every 10 th data point. The graphs in Figure 5.2

closely approximates graphs of the corresponding theoretical values in Figure 5.1.
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BivariateTimeSeriesTheoretical Evolutionary PSDand Data

Simulated Data
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Figure 5.1: Bivariate Time Series Theoretical Evolutionary PSD and Data
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Estimated Bivariate Time Series Evolutionary PSD andData

Figure 5.2: Estimated Bivariate Time Series Evolutionary PSD
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5.4.2.1 SPMCTVAR d = 2 Real Data Example

In this section the results of an analysis of data provided to us by Professor George Moore,

Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Souther California, are shown. The data is that

of the time intervals between alternating percussive taps of the right and left hands by a studio percus

sionist, that is a player with putative high temporal precision. Initially, for two seconds the performer

was cued by a metronome. After that for a 3 minute interval, the performer relied on her recollection

of the time intervals between beats. The notes were played on a Yamaha grand piano with MIDI inter

face that records the note accuracy with a resolution of about 1 msec. The original data, and the results

of our analyses are shown in Figure 5.3. We analyzed the data twice. In one case we took the left

hand as leading the right hand. In the other we took the right hand as leading the left hand.

Professor Moore remarked that our results appeared to be compatible with his own and in fact

extended his analyses. His analysis was quite tentative being based on a serial correlation analysis

which could not properly account for the time varying structure of the data. Professor Moore's expla

nation of the difference between the intervals in the two hands is interpreted as a hierarchical

difference. That is one hand is dominant. For example, the performer may be counting the beat with

one finger and the "and" with the other. In effect it is as if one hand resets the other.
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Left and Right Hand Time Interval Data
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Figure 5.3: Bivariate Time Series Real Data Example
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5.4.2 SPMCTVAR d =3 EXAMPLE

A d =3 IVAR model of order 2 is used in this example. The model is similar to the d =2

TVAR model used in the previous section. A stationary AR time series that is independent of the first

two channels is added as the third channel. The d =3, AR 2 model is:

[

1.73 - 1.05*sin (1t*n/200) 0.20
x(n) + 0.20 -1.55 + 1.25*sin(1t*n/200)

0.00 0.00

[

0.85 0.20 0.00]
+ 0.20 0.85 0.00 x (n - 2) =~(n ),

0.00 0.00 -0.85

0.00]
0.00 x(n - I)

0.89

n = 200 data points were generated from this theoretical trivariate time varying AR coefficient

model. The one channel at-a-time SPMCTVAR method was applied to model the simulated data.

Theoretically, the additional third time series has no interaction with the other two. Figure 5.4 iUus-

trates the theoretical evolutionary power spectral density for each channel, the pairwise coherences and

the pairwise partial coherences at every tenth point in time. Figure 5.5 illustrates the SPMCTVAR esti-

mates of the theoretical model. The channel model order determined by the Ale for each of the three

channels are respectively, 7 (seven), 7 (seven) and 7 (seven).

For this model, the theoretical pairwise instantaneous coherences and the theoretical pairwise

instantaneous partial coherences are identically zero. In fact the maximum values of the estimatedpair-

wise coherences, 0.11, and the estimatedpairwise partial coherences, 0.08, were observed. In the appli-

cation of SPMCTVAR modeling to EEG data the detection of zero partial coherence is of most concern

to us. From Koopmans (1974), the distribution of the partial spectral coherence, in the vicinity of zero

partial coherence is given by

(V-I)W 2
1213(f )

F= -F(1 - W2
12

13(f » 2.2(v-ll '

where v is the number of degrees of freedom in the F distribution with 2 degrees of freedom in the.

numerator and 2(v-l) degress of freedom in the denominator and a reasonable estimate of v for an N

observation MCTVAR order P modeled time series is v = ~, (Gersch 1978). For the data analyzed,

the 90% confidence interval level for zero partial coherence is 0.10. A computed partial coherence of
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less than 0.10 is statistically indistinguishable from zero partial coherence. Therefore the worst case

observed partial coherence of 0.08 is statistically indistinguishable from zero partial coherence.

Figure 5.00 are graphs of the instantaneous PARCORS for each of the three scalar time series in

separate columns. The PARCORS are printed successively down the column for increasing AR model

order. from AR order 1 (one) to AR order 7 (seven). The solid lines are the forward PARCORS and

the dotted lines are the backward PARCORS. Figure 5.6b are graphs of the instantaneous PARCORS

for each of the three scalar time series of AR order 7 (seven) determined by the AlC. The PARCORS

for channel 1 and channel 2 vary slowly with time. This is as anticipated from Figures 5.4 and 5.5, the

evolutionary power spectral density for channell and channel 2. The PARCORS for channel 3 are

constant. This is compatible with the model since the third channel is a stationary time series.
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Estimated Trivariate Time SeriesEvolutionary PSD
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Figure 5.5: Estimated Trivariate Time Series Evolutionary PSD
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Instantaneous PARCORS
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Figure 5.6a: Estimated Instantaneous PARCORS for the Trivariate Time Series
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Figure 5.6b: Estimated Instantaneous PARCORS for the Trivariate Time Series
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5.4.3 Analysis of a Human EEG Event

Next an example of the data analysis of a three-channel data episode of an "aura" event, a pre

epileptic seizure EEG event is shown. Some previous work in the study of human epileptic EEGs

appears in Gersch (1985, 1987). The epileptic episode analyzed here is the same as that analyzed in

those papers.

We illustrate a case in which an epileptic focus was located and determined to act as a pacemaker

during a short time interval from an analysis of an epileptic EEG event from stereotaxically implanted

electrodes in a human. Approximately 60% of individuals with epilepsy have seizures initiated from an

anatomically localized brain region or seizure focus. The focus initiated seizure propagates through the

brain. On the basis of several variables, (social disability arising from seizures, refractoriness to drug

treatment, neurophysiological status, electroclinical correlation, radiological evidence), certain of these

individuals can be identified as suitable candidates for surgical treatment. Intracranial recordings of

EEG accompanying spontaneous seizures in these patients can be useful for seizure focus localization,

and for guiding surgical treatment, (P.H. Crandall 1987).

Figure 5.7 illustrates data from a 7-second 6-site data record of the electrical activity at the onset

of a spontaneous seizure event. In fact, 16 channels of data were continuously monitored by telemetry.

The recorded data was sampled at the rate of 200 samples per second. The data was provided to us by

Dr. J.P. Lieb, Reed Neurological Research Center, University of California at Los Angeles. Every 4th

data point ( Nyquist frequency =25 Hertz ), was used for analysis. Spectral analysis done at U.C.L.A.,

revealed that the effects of aliasing were inconsequential at this sampling rate. The data in Figure 5.7

is that of the dramatic onset of a spontaneous seizure in which only right mesial temporal lobe activity

was implicated, (only right sided activity is shown in Figure 5.7). The clinical diagnosis was that the

patient had medically refractory complex partial seizures that appeared to initiate in the right amygdala

and hippocampal formation.

The objective of the analysis was to determine whether the electrical activity at anyone of the

observed anatomical recording sites could be interpreted as "driving" the electrical activity at the other
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sites. The data is complex, and there is no obvious visual clue that might unambiguously identify an

initiating or driving site or identify when driving is present.

The appearance of each individual EEG trace reveals that the local structure of the time series

changes with time. Clearly what we observe, is a nonstationary covariance time series. That is, the

statistical properties of the series vary with time. Our analysis of these nonstationary time series

involves the fitting of a multivariate time varying autoregressive model, via the SPMCTVAR approach,

to the data and performing subsequent spectral analysis using the concept of an instantaneous power

spectral density matrix.

The simultaneous EEG's in the channels labeled 1,2 and 3 in Figure 5.7 are analyzed here by the

SPMCVAR method. The top row of Figure 5.8 shows the instantaneous power spectral density matrix

as estimated from the fitted SPMCTVAR model versus frequency for channels 1,2 and 3. Initially there

are relatively sharp concentrations of energy in each of channels 1,2 and 3 at 7.25 Hertz and 14.5

Hertz. As the EEG evolves those peaks become diminished in amplitude and the distribution of spec

tral energy becomes more diffuse. Later in the record the emergence of a spectral peak at 4.25 Hertz

can be observed in each channel.

We identify causality or driving at an instant in time by a frequency domain analysis via the

instantaneous power spectral density matrix. The concept of causality that we use was introduced for

stationary time series in Gersch and Goddard, (1970). Gersch (1972), expressed the concept of causal

ity in a mathematical model. D. Brillinger (1975) used that concept for identifying causality between

neural activity in Aplaysia. Our concept of causality differs from the "feedback free" definition of

causality in econometrics (Geweke 1982), or the time precedence definition used in the location of

epileptic foci from EEG time series. The concepts of instantaneous coherence and instantaneous partial

coherence versus frequency are involved in our concept of instantaneous causality or instantaneous driv

ing. Driving is operationally defined in terms of a statistical test for zero partial coherence.
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Our definition of causality at an instant in time exploits the concept of causality for stationary

time series. It follows from conditions placed on a measure of instantaneous information between vee-

tors of times series, (Gersch 1987), and is equivalent to the following conditions on spectral coherences

and partial coherences

Wx~ifA ,t) ¢ 0, wt;«, ,t) ¢ 0, Wy~w(jA ,t) ¢ 0,

Wx~ylw(fA,t) ¢ 0, W/wly(fA,t) ¢ 0, Wy~wlx(fA,t) = 0.

where Wx~y(fA,t), and Wx~y Iw(fA,t) are respectively the coherence between x(t ),y (t) and the coherence

between x (t ),y (r ) regressed on w(r ), (partial coherence), at frequency fA and time t • That is, the

identification of causality at frequency fA at time t is determined by the detection of zero partial

instantaneous coherence. The instantaneous coherences and partial coherences are computed from the

instantaneous power spectral density matrix.

Spectral coherence is a measure of the linear dependence between two time series at frequency f .

It is the square of the correlation coefficient between the energies of two different time series at a fre-

quency f, (for any f in the interval ~f~25 Hertz). Partial coherence is the coherence between two

time series after the influence of a third time series is removed by regression from each of the two time

series. The SPMCTVAR model yields estimates of the spectral coherence and partial spectral coher-

ence at every instant in time. Computational results of both the evolving spectral coherence and evolv-

ing partial spectral coherence for each of the three possible pairs of three different data channels are

shown in Figure 5.8 in row 2 and row 3. The computational results are used to determine whether or

not and when one channel drives the other two.

The second row of Figure 5.8 illustrates the time-changing structure of pairwise coherence versus

frequency between pairs of channels and the corresponding time-changing partial coherence versus fre-

quency. At one and two seconds into the record, there are sharp coherence peaks between each of the

of the channel pairs at both 7.25 and 14.5 Hertz, the frequencies of largest concentration of spectral

energy in each channel. The partial coherence between channels 1 and 2 and between channels 1 and 3

with the partialing done on the excluded third channel remain significantly correlated. On the other

hand, the partial coherence between channels 2 and 3 with the influence of channell removed is statist-
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ically indistinguishable from zero over the frequency interval between 7 and 11 Hertz. We conclude

that the pairwise coherence between the three channels is a consequence of the fact that channel 1 was

driving channels 2 and 3 for the first 2 112 seconds of the record in the vicinity of 7.25 Hertz. Chan

nels 2 and 3 have very little explanatory power.

The relatively low partial coherence between channels 2 and 3 partialed on channel 1 throughout

the epoch, (third row of Figure 5.8), results in the appearance of a relatively flat partial coherence sur

face and suggests that this kind of illustration may be a potentially powerful diagnostic aid to identify

candidate driving channels.

The covariance structure and hence the ability to identify the location of the focal driving site of

the epileptic episode changes over a very short time interval. That fact makes a proper method of

analysis of multichannel nonstationary covariance data critical for the analysis of human focal epilepsy

EEG data.
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Six Channel Human EEG Data
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Figure 5.7: Six Channel Human EEG Data
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Estimated Trivariate Human EEGPSD Analysis

Figure 5.8: Estimated Trivariate Human EEG Evolutionary PSD Analysis
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY, SUGGESTED RESEARCH AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis addressed some problems in the modeling of multichannel stationary and nonstationary

time series. A unifying and motivating idea in this thesis was to "do multichannel things one channel

at-a-time". That is, we considered fitting multichannel autoregressive models to both stationary and

nonstationary covariance data by exploiting an instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations mul

tichannel autoregressive model. That approach yields a set of orthogonal scalar time series which we

could then model using scalar time series modeling techniques on instantaneous data.

A basic objective of the thesis was to verify the potential usefulness and seeming generality of

the "do multichannel things one channel at-a-time" approach. Toward that end only the simplest distri

butional assumptions that everything is multivariate normally distributed, were made. We proved no

theorems. We examined the practical applicability of the "do multichannel things one channel at-a

time" approach empirically in addressing the several different areas of application by working exam

ples. That involved a rather substantial amount of programming and computing.

The problems addressed were those of achieving parsimonious modeling of both nonstationary

mean time series and second order stationary time series, (and thereby achieving a decreased prediction

variance for stationary time series as compared to what one might obtain using more conventional

MCAR modeling), of achieving enhanced spectrum estimation for multichannel stationary covariance

time series as compared to that of more conventional MCAR modeling methods, and of modeling nons

tationary covariance time series. In this chapter summaries of results and suggested further research are

discussed for each of the aforementioned topics. A brief conclusion is also offered.

6.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Specifically, three major problems in the fitting of multivariate time series to data are addressed.

One is the tendency in multivariate AR models of both nonstationary mean and stationary mean covari

ance stationary time series to overparameterize. Our objective was to attempt to achieve a more parsi

monious modeling of MCAR modeled time series. Our approach was to exploit an instantaneous
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response orthogonal innovations representation of multivariate autoregressive time series. This results

in a one scalar autoregressive channel at-a-time modeling paradigm. That and subsequent use of subset

selection in a linear regression modeling of the scalar autoregressive time series realizes a relatively

parsimonious MCAR modeling. Another topic treated in the thesis is the attempt at achieving an

enhancement of power spectral density estimation in multichannel stationary time series as compared to

more conventional methods of MCAR modeling. Our approach to achieving such enhancement is by

using the one channel at-a-time paradigm in conjunction with the use of smoothness priors distributions

on the parameters of the individual scalar autoregressive models. Finally the problem of the modeling

of multivariate nonstationary covariance time series is treated using the idea of one channel at-a-time

modeling and smoothness priors distributions on the partial correlation coefficients (PARCORS) in each

scalar lattice AR model.

A summary of the results obtained for each of individual problem areas follows.

6.1.1 Parsimonious MCAR Modeling

Our efforts in parsimonious multichannel autoregressive modeling were motivated by the inherent

tendency to overparameterize that is present in the conventional MCAR modeling. We showed a pro

cedure for achieving a relatively parsimonious MCAR modeling that was suitable for the modeling of

both nonstationary mean and second order stationary time series. The application of the one channel

at-a-time paradigm and subsequent subset selection of the individual scalar AR modeled channels

achieves a "thinning" of the overparametrized MCAR models.

We achieve multichannel modeling doing things one channel at-a-time using only scalar computa

tions on instantaneous data. The one channel at-a-time modeling is achieved with an instantaneous

response-orthogonal innovations variance matrix. Each channel is thought of as a scalar autoregressive

(AR) time series and is expressed in a linear regression model form which is conducive to subset selec

tion procedures. Akaike's AIC was used to determine the order of the scalar autoregressions as well as

to achieve subset selection in a modification of Fumival's "leaps" all-subsets search function in the S

language.
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Comparative studies of other published parsimonious modeling attempts were done. Our model

ing was in fact more parsimonious in the modeling of trivariate nonstationary mean time series data

than that achieved by Tiao and Tsay (1986) and that achieved on bivariate stationary time series data

by Hsiao (1978). The mean square tracking error performance of Hsiao's data by our method was

superior to that achieved by his method. In addition, using our parsimonious modeling method, we

demonstrated superior mean square tracking error performance of the trivariate bathymetry data as com

pared to that achieved by the more conventional Yule-walker AlC method of MCAR modeling. We

also conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study of one step ahead prediction performance using both the

conventional MCAR and our one channel at-a-time parsimonious modeling. The Newton model of the

Box-Jenkins Series J data was used for the simulation model. The results were that our method did in

fact have smaller one-step-ahead prediction variances than the conventional MCAR modeling method.

A detailed example of the parsimonious modeling of simulated Newton model data was shown.

6.1.2 SPMCAR Model Spectrum Estimation

The acronym SPMCAR refers to a smoothness priors multichannel autoregressive method of

MCAR modeling. That is a new method for MCAR modeling that is intended specifically for mul

tichannel power spectrum density estimation. Our strategy combines the one channel at-a-time and

smoothness priors paradigms. For the estimation of the power spectral density matrix of a stationary

d -channel time series, d scalar AR time series are obtained using the instantaneous response orthogonal

innovations model. That permits us to model each of the d scalar AR time series one channel at-a-time

as a long AR order model with smoothness priors constraints on the AR model coefficients. In each

channel, the priors on the AR parameters are computed from the integrated squared kth derivative with

respect to frequency of the departure from model smoothness. The AR model parameters and two

hyperparameters are estimated via a maximization of the likelihood of the hyperparameters.

SPMCAR modeling achieves an approximate Bayesian estimate of power spectral density. Such

modeling ordinarily requires that the spectral density of parametric models of different model orders be

weighted in accordance with the likelihood and the prior of the model order of different models.

SPMCAR modeling achieves such a modeling in one step. In comparison with conventional MCAR
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modeling with short data spans, SPMCAR modeling ameliorates the problem of the small sample varia

bility of whatever statistic used for determining the best order of the parametric model fitted to the data.

Monte Carlo simulation studies of power spectral estimation performance on bivariate time series

for both the conventional MCAR and SPMCAR models were conducted. A sum of relative squares of

the difference between the estimated model function and the true model function was computed as a

goodness of fit criterion. Results were computed for the four functions, power spectral density in chan

nels one and two, coherence squared and transfer function as functions of frequency. In modeling mul

tichannel simulated AR model data, the model fitted is in the same model class as the model which

generated the data. In the case of the simulated ARMA model data, the model fitted is an approxima

tion to the model class which generated the data. The results obtained were that in both cases the

SPMCAR method of spectrum estimation was superior in the relative mean square error sense than the

conventional Yule-Walker AlC method of MCAR modeling. The SPMCAR was also superior to the

conventional MCAR modeling in the sense that the results were more stable. That is, the variances of

each of the estimated quantities were smaller than those for the MCAR model. Also and quite impor

tantly, the SPMCAR model exhibited a significant insensitivity to choice of model order.

6.1.3 SPMCTVAR Modeling

The acronym SPMCTVAR refers to our smoothness priors multichannel time varying autoregres

sive modeling approach to the modeling of multichannel nonstationary covariance time series.

A discussion of the SPMCTVAR algorithm for the realization of multichannel autoregressive

modeling of nonstationary covariance time series data and several worked examples were shown. The

fitting of a multichannel time varying autoregressive model to data requires the estimation of many

more parameters than there are data. Specifically if there are d channels of N data points each, or a

total of Nxd observations and an order P multichannel time varying autoregressive model is fitted to

that data, then NxPxdxd autoregressive parameters and NXdx(d + 1)/2 instantaneous innovations

variance parameters describe that model. The SPMCTVAR modeling algorithm requires that only 2xd

hyperparameters be explicitly estimated for each AR model order considered. The final MCTVAR
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model parameters of the best fitted model are actually expressed implicitly in terms of the hyperparame

ters of the likelihood best model.

The SPMCAR modeling was achieved doing multichannel things one channel at-a-time using

only scalar computations. Each scalar AR time series is modeled using a Levinson type lattice structure.

The additional "trick" in our procedure was to estimate the instantaneous evolution of the partial corre

lation coefficients (PARCORS). in a stochastic regression using smoothness priors. The the instantane

ous PARCORS were modeled as a non-stationary trend time series using the state-space Kalman filter

algorithm with which the likelihood of the hyperparameters was computed. In each scalar time varying

autoregression. the best scalar AR model order was determined via the sum of squares of the forward

prediction errors.

Worked examples of the SPMCTVAR algorithm. using bivariate and trivariate multichannel time

varying autoregressive simulation models were demonstrated. In addition applications of the

SPMCTVAR modeling method to the analysis of nonstationary covariance bivariate interval timing data

from an experiment conducted with a percussion studio performer and trivariate nonstationary human

EEG data were shown.

6.2 FURTHER RESEARCH

In each of the multivariate time series modeling problem considered we assumed that the data

was multivariate normally distributed. In several of the problem areas that assumption is not necessary.

In this section. where we understand how to do it. we show how that assumption can be relaxed. In

addition there are significant number of other research areas that are well worth considering in order to

extend the applicability of the do multichannel things one channel at-a-time paradigm. The suggested

research activities are treated here in chapter order.

6.2.1 Researcb in Parsimonious Modeling

Several research issues remain to be explored in comparing the prediction performance of the

conventional Whittle-AiC MCAR modeling and our one channel at-a-time subset selection MCAR
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modeling. Perhaps the most intriguing analytical and empirical research problem is to explore the

potential usefulness of the relationship of the decomposition of information between vectors of time

series (Geweke 1982,1984), to the expected one-step ahead prediction variance improvement. Geweke's

result is that the information between vectors of time series can be decomposed into the (feedforward)

information from one set of time series to the other set of time series. a second (feedforward) informa

tion from the second set of time series to the first set of time series and an instantaneous mutual infor

mation between the sets of time series. A reasonable conjecture is that the enhancement in one-step

ahead prediction variance performance in a particular channel will increase as the relative feedforward

information from a set of time series to that particular channel increases. This research requires ana

lytic analysis as well as empirical computational study.

Secondly, it is known that even for normally distributed data, the one-step-ahead prediction is

itself not normally distributed. A research topic of interest would be a study of the distribution of pred

iction errors. It is not clear how to do that analytically. That may be accomplished empirically via

simulation studies with a bootstrap analysis.

Model order determination is necessary both in fitting the conventional MCAR models and the

one channel at-a-time AR models to data. In each situation of model order determination the assump

tion that the data was normally distributed was the motivation for the use of the AlC criterion. It is

still an open problem to determine a model order selection criterion for non-normal data. A rational but

very lengthy computational research study would be to study other penalized least squares AR model

order determination schemes when the generating data was not normal. A first start might be to simu

late data from multichannel AR models with say t distributed data and examine the influence of the

choice of the parameter penalty term, (for the AlC, it is 2 times the number of fitted parameters), on

prediction performance.

The situation is a little simpler when we consider subset selection in scalar autoregressive models.

The AIC and AICc criteria are based on the assumption of normality, Instead we could use Allen's

PRESS, (AIlen 1974), a cross-validation method of computing the predictions of successively deleted

data points, as a distribution free method for achieving subset selection.
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6.2.2 Possible Research in SPMCAR Modeling

There are several research issues to explore in order to examine the relative improvement

achieved by SPMCAR modeling over conventional Yule-Walker AlC MCAR modeling. The criterion

we used in a Monte Carlo simulation study to compare the spectrum estimation performance of the two

different modeling methods was a heuristic, mean of relative square errors criterion. That criterion was

used in simulation studies of bivariate time series. The spectrum estimation in each of two channels,

transfer function estimation and coherence estimation were evaluated for both methods of MCAR

modeling. As an alternative, a rational global criterion based on the Kullback-Leibler number (Kull

back 1959), might be researched in order to more rigorously quantify the difference between the model

ing performance of the alternative forms of MCAR modeling. The Kullback-Leibler (K-L) number is a

measure of dissimilarity between distributions. Gersch (1981) showed a theorem for computing the K-L

number between a theoretical MCAR model and an empirical MCAR model for normally distributed

data. The K-L number result can be computed either from the theoretical and fitted MCAR models as a

kind of discrepancy in template matching or from the theoretical and estimated power spectral densities.

Computing such a measure would yield a more theoretically based measure of the difference in the per

formance of the alternative forms of MCAR modeling.

Additional comparative computational studies of the difference in performance between the alter

native modeling approaches for spectrum estimation might be done for data sets of different lengths.

The Yule-Walker Ale MCAR modeling method is based on covariance computations. Those computa

tional results and the MCAR model order tend be increasingly unstable with decreasing duration data

spans. The question of interest to be examined in a simulation study of involving longer duration data is

how the increased accuracy in covariance function estimation would be balanced by the increased order

MCAR models that would be fitted to the increased data spans. An increased MCAR model would tend

to be fitted with an increased data span is based on an assumption in the development of the AlC. That

assumption is that the true model which generated the data is of infinite order and that the finite order

model fit is only an approximation to that infinite order model.
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Finally, inasmuch as there are essentially no available analytic results on the statistical perfor

mance of multichannel autoregressive modeled spectrum estimation it would desirable to do simulation

studies to attempt to codify that performance.

6.2.3 Further Research in SPMCTVAR Modeling

The multichannel time varying AR model has potential applications in the analysis of a varietyof

multichannel nonstationary time series physical and socio-economic data. In addition, the model fitted

to a single event occurrence can be used for simulation purposes. Such an application might for exam

ple be used to study the responses of building structure models to the three dimensional vibrations of

simulated earthquakes which replicate the covariance structure of a recorded earthquake. A potentially

important application of this algorithm in the analysis of nonstationary EEGs include the study of the

evolution of brain structure participation in epilepsyand in cognition.

The SPMCTVAR algorithm could be applied to the spectral analysis of multichannel stationary

time series data. Application of the SPMCTVAR algorithm to the stationary data case implicates very

small values of the hyperpararneters. One consequence of using the SPMCTVAR approach for the

modeling of stationary time series is that such stationary multichannel AR modeling could be realized

with relatively short data spans. The statistical performance of the SPMCTVAR and SPMCAR models

for multichannel spectrum estimation could be compared in a simulation study.

With some modifications, the SPMCTVAR algorithm could be applied to time series whose

covariance structure changes sharply with time. This could be accomplished by exploiting a version of

the state space nonstationary- nongaussian model for the instantaneous PARCORS exhibited in Kita

gawa (1988).

Also, it would be desirable to conduct Monte Carlo studies to get some sense of the confidence

interval estimates that might be expected from spectrum estimates achieved using the SPMCTVAR

algorithm.
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(j.3 CONCLUSIONS

The basic objective of the thesis, to verify the potential usefulness and seeming generality of the

"do multichannel things one channel at-a-time" approach appears to have been successfully concluded.

The crucial new idea was to systematically exploit an instantaneous response-orthogonal innovations

multichannel autoregressive model in addressing several important problems in the modeling of mul

tichannel stationary and nonstationary covariance data. That approach yielded a set of orthogonal scalar

time series which we could then model using scalar time series modeling techniques on instantaneous

data. In each of the problems addressed we appear to have demonstrated improvement over existing

approaches.
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